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CONDENSÉ

La plupart des accords importants sur la limitation des armements portent essentiellement
sur le nombre d'armes, les caractéristiques et les facteurs qualitatifs de ces dernières n'étant
contrôlés qu'à partir de catégories définies de façon générale. Toutefois, pour évaluer l'équilibre
des forces et pour une limitation des armements efficace, il sera de plus en plus nécessaire de
reconnaître l'importance de la capacité des différentes armes et de déterminer à quel point leur
performance peut être améliorée par une modeinisation.

Au début de 1992, il est possible de retracer l'évolution de plusieurs familles d'armes
pendant la Guerre froide, qui a duré assez longtemps pour que plusieurs générations d'armes se
remplacent successivement.I s tendances modernisatrices ont, d'une part, rendu les armes offensives
plus efficaces et, d'autre part, favorisé la stabilité des mesures de dissuasion stratégique.

Pour faciliter tant l'évaluation de l'équilibre des forces que la conception et la vérification
des accords sur la limitation des armements, il serait utile de définir des caractéristiques de
performance observables qui révéleraient le degré d'efficacité des armes. Cependant, la plupart des
caractéristiques importantes sont interdépendantes et interchangeables. En conséquence, aucune ne
peut, à elle seule, indiquer le degré de capacité d'une arme.

Les effets de la modernisation d'une arme doivent être mesurés par rapport à l'efficacité de
ses «ennemis naturels» qui, eux aussi, peuvent être perfectionnés.

LUs ICBM et les SLBM, par exempleontévolué.de façon remarquable en trente ans, bien
que le nombre de leurs vecteurs soit resté pratiquement le même au cours des dernières années.
Toutefois, les ogives multiples ont accru la force de frappe des États-Unis, au début des années 1970,
et de l'URSS, quelques années plus tard. De plus, les deux superpuissances ont énormément
amélioré la précision de leurs armes et ce, de façon soutenue. La puissance des lanceurs au
décollage s'est stabilisée, probablement grâce aux traités SALT. Les générations successives de
sous-marins stratégiques ont un tonnage de plus en plus important et une capacité d'emport de
missiles de plus en plus grande. En outre, la portée des SLBM s'est accrue.



nombre maximum de bombardiers stratégiques américains a été atteint en 1959 (plus de 8 000), et
il a diminué progressivement depuis (à moins de 300 aujourd'hui). Depuis vingt-cinq ans, le

nombre de bombardiers soviétiques à grand rayon d'action et équipés d'armes nucléaires demeure

stable (environ 160).

Les avions tactiques se sont modernisés plus rapidement et d'une manière plus soutenue que

les bombardiers stratégiques. Pour que les bombardiers et les chasseurs puissent exécuter leurs

principales missions, ils doivent pouvoir éliminer leurs ennemis naturels, c'est-à-dire les missiles

et les canons terrestres et aéroportés. La vitesse des avions à hélices a augmenté et, peu à peu, les

moteurs à réaction leur ont permis d'atteindre des vitesses frôlant Mach 1. Ils ont rapidement atteint

Mach 2 après que l'on est passé maître des vols supersoniques, mais on a jugé peu utile de dépasser

Mach 2,5. On s'est efforcé de hausser les plafonds pour permettre aux avions d'échapper au tir des

canons antiaériens, mais il n'y a pas de plafond que les missiles surface-air ne puissent dépasser.

La puissance de combat d'un chasseur-bombardier moderne dépend davantage de son armement et

de son système avionique que de sa performance aérodynamique.

La modernisation des avions de combat tactique commence dans l'un des pays les plus
industrialisés. Cependant, au fil des ans, des modèles moins modernes sont transférés dans d'autes

pays selon un processus hiérarchique lié aux alignements politiques.

Des progrès techniques marquent l'histoire des principaux chars de combat depuis leur

entrée en service, pendant la Première Guerre mondiale. À la Seconde Guerre mondiale, leur poids

était passé à cinquante tonnes environ, et le calibre de leur canon principal, à 75 mm, ou plus.

Depuis, on a peu augmenté leur poids, et le calibre des canons varie entre 105 et 120 mm. La

conception des chars est fonction du besoin de mobilité et des dangers que présentent les ennemis

naturels, soit une grande variété d'armes antichars, ainsi que d'autres chars.

La rdpartition des chars dans le monde ressemble à celle des avions de combat, les pays
dnnateurs (on vendenrs) cnservant les plns n'cents mndèles et les destinataires (importatenrs) ne

disposant que des modèles moins récents.



DNrMODUCTION

A complete treatnent of the subject of modernization and the qualitative arms race would
cover a substantial portion of the scientific, engineering, and manufacturing activities of the
industrialized world. I a recent publication, the US Departinent of Defense macle a comparison of
the levels of technology i military systems deployed. by the Soviet Union and the United States in
1990. 'The military systems are listed i Table 1. fIbere are thirty-one of them, grouped under the
major headings of Strategic, Tactical, and C3I (L.e. Command, Control, Communications, and
Intelligence). Tactical systems include sub-groups headed land forces, air forces, naval forces, and
an additional system is Training Simulators.

One of the objectives of this paper is to relate modernization and the qualitative arms race
to the problems of the assessment of military balances and to arms control. The most important arms
control agreements that have been negotiated dealt with strategic forces or tactical land and air
forces. The most generally accessible data regarding inventories of military systems concern major
weapons such as strategic nuclear delivery vehicles, combat aircraft, tanks, and naval combatants.

The approach to this study of modernization will bc an historical one, seeking lessons from
the past experiences of modernization, extending over several "generations" of weapon systems.

1992 is a good year ini which to examine the modem history of weapon modernization. For
four decades, modernization was driven by the pressures of the Cold War. The rich nations devoted
a substantial proportion of their gross national product and a larger proportion of their technological
capabilities towards weapon modemization, by indigenous-research, development, and production,
and by purchase. And, when they were able to substitute new first-class modern replacements for
equipment whose age and technology had degraded it to second class, the older (but still perfectly
usable) second-class equipment was often passed on to a poorer ally. For the ally, substitution of
their third-class equipment by second-clais replacements also represented a modernization.



forces which remain, and to retain the national capability to arm reconstituted forces with the most

mo>dern .quipment, should the need arise i the future. Also, ini addition to the incentives related to

national security, itraonlrelations, and the balance of power, there ia the opportunity for profit

in the sale Mfavne military cquipment.

For several good reasons, anns conirol. las concentrated on the quantities ratier than the

qualities Mf weapons. It wil ke shown that it lias been possible to make very significant additions

to thep zilitary capabilities Mf a weapons inventory by modernizing or replacing the equipnient,

withut icremng he nubers deployed. l'he force balances in place at the time of the signing of

an arma control agreement may change in subsequezit years without auy violation of the ternis of

the agreement. A quantitative arma race can be replaced by a qaiatv rns race.

Instances wlU be poizited out ini which modernization resuilted in important iniprovements

to strategic stability, It should not kecncue that modernization is necessarily undesirable or

dangerous.

To keep the study withln reasonable bounda, to concentrate on military systems already

inxpived inarms control, and to consider syatçms for which lhistorical data isavalbe ah

discuission will focus on strategc systenis <ICBMs, SSBNa, SLBMs, stratei bomber aircraft,

ALCMs, and to some extent on their nuclear weapons), tactical air systems (flghter/attack and

intrcpto arcrf>, and tatclland foce<tanks and anti-tank gudd isie) Naturally,

helioptrsaaWof these by CI atclnvlforces are veryiprat n eosrt



1 ASSESSING CAPABIILITIES AND CONTROLLING ARMAMENTS
BY NUMBERS AND BY QUALITY 0F WEAPONS

Numbers and Quality of Conventional Weapons

The planning and conduct of rnilitary operations in war requires continuai, assessment of the
combat power of both friendly and enemy forces. Iii peacetime, for the preservation of national and
international security, and for tie maintenance of security balances established through arms control
agreements, it is also important to be able ta assess the combat potential of various military
formations, and ta be able ta ascertain whether balances are being changed. It is obvious that the
capability for war of a nation, an armny, or a collection of militaiy hardware, depends on both thc
numbers of men and weapons and on their quality.

Ibe relative importance of numbers and quality can be debated at great length. According
to Lanchester's Law, devised for engagements between forces equipped with individually aimed
long-range weapons, combat poNýer is directly proportional ta the lethality of each individual
weapon, but varies as thc square of the number of weapons. Ihis would suggest that numbers are
more important Uian quality. I previous centuries, opposing European armies were usually armed
wiUi similar wcapons, wiUi thc result that battles and camnpaigns were determined by generalship,
logistics, and the number (and quality) of soldiers, rather Uian the quality of weapons. A kIng
preparing for war put more priority on making alliances wiUi other powers, especially those with
sizeable armies, cquipped much as his own forces, railier than on attempting to acquire or develop
superior weapons. And Uic advance of technology was so slow Uiat any improvement in the
performance of a weapon was likely to be marginal, and would soon be observcd and copied by Uic
rivais.

The importance of Uic quality of weapons was evident in conflict between societies at
distinctly différent levels of technological development. A few Europcans with firearms were able
to conquer far larger numbers of warriors not so equipped.



Attempts to achieve victory on the occasion of the first appearance of a weapon of a

radically new type have failcd because the number of the new weapons introduced. into combat was

insufficient to accomplish truly decisive resuits. Examples were the first use of tanks, and of poison

gas, in World War I, and of V 1 and V2 missiles and jet-propelled fighter aircraft in World War H1.

The early efforts at arins control betwcen the two World Wars were directed at both numbers

and quality of weapons. The German army was to be limitcd to 100,000 men. But naval strength

was to be limited by tonnage, and calibre of guns, rather than by the number of ships or guns2. It

was clear that in comparison to a ship of smaller tonnage a large warship could be provided with

guns of longer range and greater hitting power, could have thicker armour, more powerful engines,

and carry fuel for longer endurance. The designer could choose among these advantages, but

whichever he selected would come at the cost of an increase in the tonnage of the ship. A feature of

the thining of that period was that like would flght against like, a belief not borne out ini subsequent

naval wars.

The Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

The invention of nuclear weapons introduced a radical discontinuity to the spectrum of

weapon capability. Instead of measuring damage potential in ternis of kilograms (kg) of chemnical

Hligh Explosive (for artillery sheils), or tons (for heavy bombers), il was necessary 10 use ldlotons,

even megatons. AUl weapons that were not nuclear were lumped together under the tern
44conventional"3



nuclear tests to energy yields less thm 150 kilotons. Iho INF ut'eaty, ini force since 1988, and START,
signed ini 1991, agree to reductions ini the capabilities of the USA and USSR to deiver nuclear
weapons at interinediate and long ranges. Subsequent plans have been announced to remnove
short-range "battlefieldý" nuclear weapons from Europe.

The ABM 'freaty

The ABM Treaty of 1972 amounted to a prohibition of active antibaflistic missile defence,
but with certain exceptions. Up to 100 iterceptor missiles could ke deployed in each of two areas
in each country (reduced to one area in a subsequent protocol). New ABM radars could ke
introduced, but only for early warning, and with a limit to their power and antenna size. Development,
testing, and deployment of sea-based, air-based, space-based'5, mobile land-based, and multiple
launchers were ail speciflcaily prohibited, as was the extension of the capabilities of other systems,
such as those designed for defence against aircraft, to make themn able to intercept strategic ballistic
missiles. Howevoe, systems to intercept tactical bailistic missiles would not ke forbidden6.
Modernization and replacement of the existing ABM radars and missiles was ailowed. Ini the event
that ABM systems based on "other physical principles" are created, specific limitations on them
were to ke discussed7. Thus the ABM 'freaty was very much concerned with the quality and
characteristics of weapons, and with their modernization. Ibere has been much heated debate about
the extent to which development and testing can procced kefore it violates the provisions of the
treaty-

Arms
L flftÇ



The efforts to limit nuclear delivery systems were amcd at numbers more than quality. Ibis

was due ini large part to the increasing ability of the reconnaissance satellites possessed by the two

superpowers ta detect and coumt large objects sucli as ICBM silos, bomber aiivraft on their airfields,
and submarines in construction yards or in port. Thus it would be possible ta verify that the other

party was complying with an agreement to limit the numnbers of these large and countable objects.
SALT I called for a freeze in numbers, at the levels deployed or under construction in 1972
(preserving a considerable numeical advantage for the Soviet Union), while SALT Il set equal total
nunieiical limits, slightly below those in place i 1979. START was for equal total limits significantly
lower that those deployed ini 199 1.

The operational capabilities of the systems were mucli more difficuit ta, observe than the

number of launchers, although it became possible to, assess many of the characteristics of ballistic
missile delivery systems by reception and analysis of telemetry signais emitted during test firings.

Once the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963 brouglit an end ta the testing of nuclear weapons in the
atmosphere, it became more difficult to discover the characteristics of foreign nuclear explosions,
although great efforts have been expended ta develop instrumentation for the detection of small
underground explosions and the measurement of their energy yield.

The launcli weight of a ballistic missile sets a limit to the weight of payload, and the range
ta, which it can be delivered. But for ICBMs, once intercontinental range lias been achieved there
is limte advantage in any further increases However, a large payload can be used to deliver a very
large nuclear warhead, or several independently-targeted warheads, or for penetration aids ta



The most significant characteristics of modern strategic missiles are the number of nuclea
warheads carried by each missile and the accuracy with which ecd warhead cmi be delivered to0 its
intended target. SALT Il and START set limits to the number of warheads, counted by the numbers
of MIRVs launched in tests of the various missiles. The total magatonnage has been sharply
reduced, but this was due to the technological improvements in accuracy, and flot to arms control.

Modernization and replacement of missiles was allowed, but i the case of START with the
proviso that no new types of heavy missile, or increases i the launch, weights or throw-weights of
heavy missiles are pennitted. START set specific criteria for the degree of change that would be
accepted before an ICBM or SLBM was considered to have become a new type'.

Intermediate Nuclear Forces

'li delivery systems eliminated by the INF Treaty were mobile ground-based. ballistic and
cruise missiles, which were normally housed i distinctive basig complexes, but not associated
with large fixed silos. While these missiles could be detected and identified by a satellite which
passed overhead i clear weather, while they were out i the open, the only way to infer the total
number deployed was by observation of the number of permanent bases. When data was exchanged
as required by the Treaty, the Western estimate of the number of Soviet missiles was revealed to be
rather inaccurate 10. Various numerical limits were discussed for GLCMs, Pershigs, SS-4s, -5s,
-12s, -20s, and -23s, but i order to secure a treaty with adequate verification it was finally necessary
to set the number of INF missiles to zero, and to permit On-Site Inspections and other cooperative
measures of verification far more itrusive than any that had ever been accepted before. Once
measures such as intrusive ispections and portal perimeter monitorig were possible, opportunities
were presented for'determinig many detuils of the characteristics as well as the numbers of
weapons. It is, of course, truc that ail of the weapons limited by the INF Treaty are supposed to be
destroyed, so that knowledge, of their characteristics is lilcely to be of little practical value for



Couventional Force in Europe

neli CFE Treaty faced problems of verification considerably more difficuit than cither SALT

or INF. The numerical limits for the varlous categories of weapons were large numbers", instead

of zero. Combat aircraft, helicopters, guns, tanks, and armoured combat vehicles would be much

more difficuit to identify by remote sensing, and to distinguish from permitted military or civilian

articles of similar dimensions and shapes, as compared to ICBM silos, submarines i port, and large

IRBMs. Consequently it was necessary to follow the precedent of the INF Treaty, and authorize

cooperative measures of verification.

Although the limita agreed i CFE are numerical rather than qualitative, defmnitions had to

be established of the five categories of weapons to bc subject to limitation. While most of the

definitions which appear i Article II of the nreaty proper consist of descriptive words, it was

this protocol is given i Appendix 2.



which prohibit ail items of a particular categoiy. In these cases the quantitative limit is zero, and
the objective of verification is to establish the total absence (or to detect the presence) of any of thc
prohibited items, rather than to count the number of permittcd items.

The Antarctic, Outer Space, Seabed Arms ControL, and Latin American and South Pacific
Nuclear Free Zone 'fleaties ban ail nuclear weapons from certain specificd regions'2. Some of them
prohibit weapon tcsting and other military activity as well. flc Non-Proliferation Treaty forbids
the non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) who are signatories 13 from acquiring any nuclear weapons
at ail. 'lic Outer Space and Sca Bed Treaties ban "weapons of mass destruction" as well as "nuclear
weapons". Although there have flot been serious arguments about what constitutes a nuclear
weapon, one can easily imagine controversies arising as to the characteristics defining what exactly
is a "wcapon of mass destruction".

The Geneva Protocol prohibits the use in war of any asphyxiating, poisonous, or other
gases, and of bacteriological methods of warfarc. It did flot ban the possession of such agents. The
Biological Warfare Convention bans development, production, stockpiling, acquisition, or retention
of microbial or other biological agents or toxins, unless they have prophylactic, protective or other
beneficial and peaceful purposes. But these agreements, and the negotiations for a Chemical
Weapons Convention, are plagued with difficulties of definition as weil as of flnding adequate
means to vcrify compliance"4. It would be difficuit to measure the total quantity of chemical or
biological agents i a stockpile. Because of the close rclationship with medical, veterinary, and
agricultural research, and the natural and vcry legitimate desire to improve protective measures,
there is little prospect of controlling research into biological warfarc. Charges of illegal use of
chemical weapons have proven difflcult to cither confirm or to repudiate.

The INF 'freaty prohibits ail ground-launched balllstic and cruise missiles bclonging to thc
USA and thc USSR with ranges between 500 and 5500 km. fice tcrms appear to be clear-cut and

1990, Annexe A. "Majr mukilateral vrms comftrol



The treaties which have had to confront the most complex interaction between the numbers

and the quality and modernization of armarnents are SALT, START, and CFE. Since the history of

the strategic nuclear weapons programs are accessible i considerable detail, they will be examined

ini the next chapter, for the interaction between numbers and characteristics of weapons.

Systems Designed to Counter Opposing Weapon Systems

Most well-established weapon systems have natural enemies which they must be able to,

avoid or overcome i order to accomplish their primary mission. Sometines their primary mission

is to destroy their own homologue operated by their opponents, i which case this is one of their

natural enemies. But in most cases they are threatened by other weapon systems, sometimes

specifically designed for that purpose alone.

For example, submarines were first designed to threaten surface ships. They proved

extremely effective against merchant ships, but somewhat less so against surface warships, which



be drastically reduced if an opponent were to acquire an effective ASW system, able to tbreaten the

submarines when they were at sea.

Most of the negotiated arms control agreements have been directed towards offensive
systems, such as ballistic missiles, bomber airrty and cruise missiles. In the case of the CFE treaty

the weapons to ke controlled (combat aircraft and helicopters, armoured fighting vehicles, and
artillery) can ke used both offensively and defensively, but there was no control over their other
natural enemies uuch as antiaircraft or antitank-weapons.

SALT I recognized the necessity to, incororate the defensive element into the control of
strategic nuclear systems, by negotiating in parallel an interim agreement to limnit offensive ballistic

missile systems and the ABM Treaty to Iiniit the deployment of defensive systems designed to,

intercept bailistic missiles. But agreements to lirait or reduce the numbers of heavy bombers or
strategic submarines have no associated limitations on the deployment or modernization of
antiaircraft or antisubmarine weapons.



Il THE MODERNIZATION 0F STRATEGIC BALLISTIC
MISSILES UNDER NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS

Until the late 1960s the two superpowcrs were able to deploy strategic weapons systems

without being subject to any limits on their nmbcrs or characteristics. Until the signing of SALT I

in 1972 modernization, of existing weapons and the development of new weapons was constrained,

only by the prohibition of the placing of nuclear weapons in orbit, or on or under the seabed.

Restriction of nuclear weapons testing to underground explosions with an energy less than 150

kilotons came in 1974.

The Programs of Modernization and Replacement of ICBMs

Between 1959 and 1967 the United States built a force of 1054 ICBMs, a total which they

never subsequently exceeded. The USSR was well behind in 1966, overtook the US ini 1969, and

had over 1500 ICBMs deployed at the time of the signing of the SALT I Interim Agreement in 1972.

This agreement was to «freeze" the inventories of both ICBMs and SLBMs at the levels existing at

that time, but mllowed installations already under construction at that time to be completed. The

Soviet ICBM total peaked at 1607 (in 1975) and had declined to 1398 in 1979.



Replacement and modernization were explicitly permitted in SALT 1, with the restriction
that no light ICBMs could be converted to heavy ICBMs". SALT Il placed more qualitative
restrictions, especially on the proliferation of multiple warheads. Each side was permiuted to deploy
one new type of light ICBM, with no more than ten MIRVs, but no heavy mobile ICBMs, no
conversion of light to heavy ICBMs, no heavy SLBMs, or SLBMs with more than 14 warheads.
There were other restrictions, including some on cruise missiles. Specific deployed types of ICBMs,
SLBMs, and heavy bomber aircraft were identified. START permits modernization and testing of
existing heavy ICBMs, but prohibits any increase on launch weight or throw-weight, or deployment
of new types of heavy missile. It forbids new types of ICBM or SLBM with more than ten warheads.

Whereas the START treaty contains voluminous deuail, negotiated over a period of nine

years, ini contrst the (unnegotiated) unilateral statements were quite brief. The subsequent presidential
statements regarding further unilateral reductions did not specify deuils regarding provisions for
modernization.

SALT I, SALT II, and START divided the history of strategic offensive weapons into four
periods. With no restrictions on either numbers or cbaracteristics, development and deployment
were unconstrained up to 1972. Between 1972 and 1979 numbers were "frozen", but the freedom
to modernizc or replace weapons was restricted only by the frczing of the number of heavy ICB Ms.
Subsequent to 1979, both had to remain within the (same) agreed total number of ICBMs, SLBMs
and bombers, which required a slight reduction on the part of the Soviets by 198 1. But after SALT
Il the freedom to alter the mix (within the total limit) and to introduce new types was subject to
significmnt restrictions. If START is ratifled. there will have to be considerable reductions in
numbers, and the freedom to increase the number of warheads has been severely constrained.

placed on modernization, -replacements, and freedom to alter the mix of



Although it never was ratified by either the US Congress or the Supreme Soviet, there was an

inclination on both aides to continue to observe its provisions, especially when negotiations were

in progress towards a succeeding treaty19. lI 1986 an Amnerican deployment of ALCMs exceeded

the SALT II limits. START was signed in 199 1, to have a duration of fifteen years, with provision

for further extensions.

Ballistic missiles with intecontinental. range employcd technology developed for intermediate

range balistc missiles such as the American lhor, and Jupiter, and thc Soviet SS-3, -4, and -5. Ibe

laumching of the first satellite into earth orbit (the Soviet Sputnik in 1957) showcd that intercontinental

ranges were attainable. flc primary problems for long-range missiles were to obtain sufficient

payload and accuracy adequate to give the warhead a reasonable probability of destroying the

intendcd target.

For the flrst ICBMs, accuracy, as mcasurcd by Circular Probable Error (CEP), was no better

than a few kilometres, so that it was necessary to deliver a thermonuclear warhcad of large energy

yield (équivalent to the explosive power of hundreds ofkIdlotons of TNT20). But the early thermonuclear

devices wcre very heavy, and the possibility of delivcry to intercontinental range with a ballistic

missile bad to await significant improvements in the yield-to-weight ratio of the warheads.



With ail these disadvantages, and no restrictions on development, modernization, or
replacement it is neither surprising nor regrettable that new and impraved versions were produced
and deployed at a rapid rate through the early 1960s.

It is by no means automnaticaily truc that modernization of weapons (or other military
equipment) makes the whole system more dangerous or unstable.

Modernizations of American and Soviet ICBMs, SSBNs, and SLBMs are discussed in
greater detail ini later sections of this chapter.

Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD)

SALT I was the first armns contrai agreement to associate limitation of offensive weapons
with limitations on their natural enemies (in this case bailistic missile defences). A driving
consideration was the fear that building of defences would weaken strategic deterrence, motivate
an increase in the number of offensive missiles, or bath. The probable overail result would be great
expense to preserve the existing state of mutual and stable strategic deterrence. Anather conceivable
result, even more undesirable, would be ta demolish mutual stable nuclear deterrence altogether.

0f ail the types of weapon system that have ever existed, bailistic missile defence must be
the one for which modernization is the most pervasive and continuing characteristic. In fact, it is
doubtful that BMD has ever attained a state ini which wide-scale deployment could be considered
ta be justifiable on technical grounds. 21 Ini the case of the United States, especiaily since the creation
of the Strategic Defense Initiative in 1983, the pace of research has been sa fast that several parailel
programs continue in hot pursuit of promising techniques, even though no active defences have



concentration that may be sufficient to destroy reentry vehicles at great distances. Thle X-ray laser

may be the last ABM project to depend on nuclear energy. The history of active ballistic missile

defence has been one of ceaseless modernization, without corresponding deployment. It bas also

been characterized by determined efforts to achieve its objectives without the need to depend on

nuclear weapons.

Prior to t signing of the ABM Treaty in 1972 the designers of ballistic missiles faced the

possibility that their weapons would ave to penetrate unrestricted defensive systemns. However,

fairly simple counter-coumtermeasures were available, such as the provision of decoys which would

attract the interceptors away from. the real reentry vehicle. But the most important counter-

countermeasure was the introduction of multiple warheads mno the ICBM and SLBM nose cones,

thus presenting the defence with a number of separate targets arriving at t sanie time. A further

counter-countermeamure, which could become important if BMD becamne a more significant

countermneasure, would be to make the reentry vehicles manoeuvrable=.

In the assessment of strategic force balances, a direct comparison of the number of ICBMs

is especially meaningful inasmuch as they can be used in a first strike against the ICBMs as wl

as the air and naval bases of the opponent. The most important qualitative characteristics of an



and the thrd in a vertical buried silo. However, with the last two modes, before launching it was

necessary to elevate the missile out of its coffin, and to raise it out of its silo. Atlas D was guided

by radio command, but the E and F models used inertal guidance2s.

itan I, with two stages of liquid-fuelled rockets, was designed with rigid interniai bracing,

rather than pressurization, and was stored in a liard underground silo, but had to be raised to the

surface before launching. It uscd radio command guidance.

Titan II had a liquid fuel which could be storcd i the missile, and die missile could be

launched directly out of its hard underground silo. Titan II was more accurate than Atlas or Titan 1,
and had a more powerful warhead, thus possessig a combination of characteristics that overcarne
ail of the most serious drawbacks of the first ICBMs, and kept Ttan Ii h servicefor twenty-four years6.

A major American step forward came with Minuteman, which was first deployed before

Titan Il. fic series of Minutemen achieved progressively better accuracy, ailowing warheads to be
greatly reduccd in yield and weight As a result thc missiles could bc mucli smaller than Atlas or

Titan27. Thcy burncd solid fuel, safer dma liquid. AUltUic inutemen were storcd in liard underground
silos', from which Uiey could be launched directly after a brief countdown. As shown on Figure
2A, Minutemen have providcd. Uic core of thc American ICBM force since 1964, with 1,000
deployed for twenty years beginnig in 1967. Starting in 1987, fifty wcre withdrawn to compensate
for the introduction of fifty new MX missiles and remai within Uic SALT Il limit, and more
Minutemen will be deactivated to comply with Uic provisions of START. A probable move will be

25 GJuidance was orly applied during the boost phisse of tue missile's trajectoey. Radio command is vuinerable to
interference and irnentional jamming. Inertial guidance is cornploeely uelf-contained. Thec continuai improvement
to die. accuracy of ballistuc (and other) missiles has been due in lage part to remaricable increases in the. precision
achievable by inextial guidance. See Iavera sa: Accuracy: A HLrtorical Scdology of Nuclear Missile Guidanace, by
Donald Mackenzie, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1990.



to elimiate all Miutemoe Il and retain ail the Minutemen MI~ perhaps downloading the number

of NMRVS29.

In the twenty-nine year history of Minuteman there have been modernizations and

replacements, but always keeping the total nmmber of launcheri to no more than 1,000. These are

mlustrated on Figure 2B. 'Ibe fzrst buildup was with Minuteman I, taking the US total to the level it

maintaiucd over the next decade and a half. In 1965, with 600 MinutemCfl in place, Atlas and Titan 1

were withdrawn, leaving the force invu1nerab1e ta any first strike that could have been delivered i

that crs Minuteman II was nearly twice as accurate as Minuteman 1, sud began to replace the latter

in 1966.

I 1970, Minuteman MI introduced what was probably the inost iprat impoe nto

the offensive capability of strategic missiles. This was the Multiple Independently-Targeted Reentry

Véhicle (MIRV>. In the nose cone of the Minuteman III there were three Mark 12 MIRVs,

programmed to separate from the post-boost *blicle sud foilow separate trajectoties to thre

different prevlously ueetdtrgets. Each of the three Mark 12 MIRVs i Minutexuan III had less

explosive energy yield than did the larger single warhead of MiuemnI, but each could ibc

delivered wlth better accuracy. A further improvemeflt took place i 198 1, *hen the Mak12A twkce

the yield and 60% of the CEP> of the Mark 12, began to replace the latter3.

ICBM callcd MX (or "eckee',paigi nslsvctdb iuea 3.M are

ten 300 K Rs ad athe extrodn accuracy of a 1W ni EP2 .



fIbe history of the deployment of Ainerican ICBM warheads is iilustrated on Figure 4 and
Table 4. It should bc compared with Figure 2B, which plots the number of launchers. The number

of warheads is a better measure of offensive capability than the number of launchers, but offenisive

capability also depends on the accuracy and the energy yield of the warheads. It is the combination

of number of warheads on Minutemnan MI and MX with their considerable yield and small CEP

which gives the US ICBM force a great counterforce potency, ail built up without breaching the

numerical restrictions of the SALT treaties.

The Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicles, combined with greatly improved,
accuracy, is the outstanding example of modernization producing enormous increases in offensive

capability, while complying with numerical arms control limitations.

Modernization and Replacement in the TCBM Program of the Soviet Union"s

Although the United States expected the Soviets to deploy a large number of ICBMs soon

after the launching of Sputnik, and engineered as a matter of urgency the programns for Atlas and

Titan, it is now known that the Soviet buildup was considerably slower than the American. Only

four of the first type of Soviet ICBM, the SS-4, were deployed, and these were withdrawn in 1962.

The SS-7 and SS-8 improved on the poor accuracy of SS-6. SS-7 and 55-8 were liquid-fueiled,

about the saine size as the American Atlas, and in the first years were mounted on soft launchers.

One could conclude that SS-7 was the flrst satisfactory missile, as eight times as many of these as

for SS-8 were deployed, and some were provided with harder launchers.

A major change camne with the SS-9. Liquid-fueiled, housed in a hard underground silo, and

considerably larger that the American Titan II, S5-9 carried a very heavy warhead with the

enormous energy yield of 25 megatons34, the largest that has ever been depîoyed on any single
wealxrn. A modification ailowed a smaller warhead to be delivered on a "fractional orbital"



The most durable of the Soviet ICBMs bas been the S5-11, somewhat larger than

Minuteman and with a slightly larger throw-weight, which could deliver a single 1 MT warhead or

three separate (but flot individually-targeted) warheads of 350 KT yield36. Figure 3B shows the

numerical preponderance of S5-1ls i the Soviet inventory.

SS-13 was the first Soviet ICBM to use solid fuel, but only 60 of these missiles were

deployed, ail in fixed underground silos.

Another radically improved generation of Soviet ICBMs appeared i force ini 1975, with

three new types, much larger than SS-11 or SS-13, each equipped with MIRV, and each with a CEP

roughly tbree times better than that of SS-1 1 or 55-13. 1.be most formidable was the heavy 55-18,

a direct descendant of the SS-9, which it replaced on a one-for-one basis i order to honour the

SALT lirait on heavy ICBMs, but this time with ten MIRVs instead of one huge warhead. SS-17

had four, and SS-19 six MIRVs. Every MIRV had a yield of ha]f a megaton or more.

Compare Figure 3B, or Table 3, showing the number of Soviet ICBM lauinchers, with Figure
-~~~~~c 

11 0 
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The START liinits of 1600 strategic: nuclear delivery vehicles, and of 4900 warheads of

ICBMs and SLBMs, wiil clearly force the USSR to cut the number of their ICBM launchers and

warheads drastically. Haif of the heavy SS-18s must go, and it is probable that ail of the S5-11, -13,
-17, and SS-19s will be eliminated.

Arms Control Restraints on Improving the Survivability of Land-Based Missiles

lhe theory of mutual and stable strategic deterrence requires that most of the forces that

could retaliate for an attack should be able to survive that attack, even if it should be concentrated
against the retaliatory weapons and achieve surprise. Submarine-based retaliatory forces can reduce

their vulnerability by keeping a significant proportion of their boats at sea. Air bases can place some

of their bombers on short-notice alert, able to save themselves by taking off, provided that they

receive a few minutes of warning. Tbe location of land-based missiles on fixed sites will be known,

but protection can be given by encasing the missile launcher ini an armoured underground silo with

a heavy (but quickly movable) lid. However, no practical amount of physical hardening will suffice

to save the missile from destruction by a direct bit (or a very near miss) by a large-yield ground or

underground burst of a thermonuclear bomb. The probability of destruction depends on the energy

yield and CEP of the attacking bomb and the hardness of the silo, but if the CEP cornes down below

a few hundred metres, it will be difflcult and expensive, or perhaps even physically impossible, to

make the missile highly survivable3s.

In the early days of Minuteman I there were achemes to mount the missiles on railroad cars,
and to move them frequently enough that they could not be targeted from the USSR. However,

instead of this they have always been based in underground silos.

While malcing land-based missiles mobile would improve their survivability, thus enhancing

deterrence, it would greatly impede the capability to verify the total number of launchers that were

deployed. The Americans wanted to ban mobile ICBMs in SALT I, but the Soviets would not agree.

Thec SALT I treaty made no reference to mobile ICBMs, but in a unilateral statement the USA

declared that they would consider deployment of operational land-mobile launchers during the



SALT Il contained an undertakdng not to develop, test, or deploy mobile launchers of heavy

ICBMs, and a protocol to the treaty forbade deployment or flight testing of mobile ICBMs of any

size prier to 1982. 'Testing and deployment of new types of ICBM were limnited to one new type of

light ICBM, which could carry no more than ten MIRVs. Ibis could, however, be mobile.

The Soviet SS-24, which appeared ini 1987, took full advantage of the provisions of SALT

II, being rail-mobile, with ten MIRV, and close to the maximum launch weight for a "light ICBM".

SS-25 is road-mobile. The Soviets claimn it to be a modernized SS-13, a type which had been based

in fixed silos since first observed in 1969. Iley may, however, have originally intended SS-13 to,

be mobile.

In mid-1991 the USSR had 36 SS-24s (each with 10 IV) deployed in railway trains, in

addition to another 60 immobile in former SS-19 silos, and about 300 SS-25s on the road. Thus

they are already more than haif way to the START limit of 1100 warheads on mobile ICBMs.



ICBMs which can be manufactured but flot deployed4 .The unilateral statements of Presidents Bush

and (3orbachev indicated a desire to trmrinate development of mobile land-based systems.

The difficulty of verfying the numbers of mobile Iand-based missiles was also a very
important factor ini the lNF Treaty, but was solved by the drastic method of banming ail of the

intermediate range missiles.

The Program of Modernization and Replacemnent of SSBNs4'

Thie programs of the Soviet Union and of the United States towards acquisition of effective
strategic Sea-Launched Ballistic Missiles were very different. Thie design and construction programs,
and the effectiveness of the resulting product, depends on both the missiles and the submarine which
carries and launches them. The discussion will concentrate first on the submarines, and follow with
a more detailed discussion of the missiles.

'fie USSR proceeded in systematic graduated steps, beginning with the Golf series of

conventionaily-powered submarines, each carrying three SS-N-4 bailistic missiles. Before it could
qualify as an effective intercontinental strategic system this combination had to overcome four
fundamental limitations. The Golf submarine was diesel-electric powered, it carried only three
missiles, it had to come to the surface to launch them, and the range of the SS-N-4 was onIy 560
km. One by one these limitations were surmounted. The Hotel and ail subsequent Soviet ballistic
missile submarines were nuclear-powered. 'fie SS-N-5 and SS-N-6 missiles had ranges of 1400
and up to 3000 km. respectively, and, like ail subsequent SLBMs, were launched submerged. The
Yankee SSBN, of which 34 were built, armed with 16 SS-N-6 missiles, was a fully-fledged strategic
weapon system42. Ten years elapsed between the commissioning of Golf I and Yankee L. See Tables
6 and 7, and Figures 6A. 6B, and 7. Figure 7 shows the steady buildup in the number of SSBNs,
from 1960 wo 1976, foilowed by a slight decrease. Figures 6A and 6B illustrate the increase in
tonnage and missile load of each successive class. As the number of missiles in the submarine
increased from 3 wo 6 wo 16 wo 20, the boat had to be built much larger.



Ibe United States Navy had pioncered the use of nuclear propulsion for submarines with

the Nautilus ini 1955, and undertaken the building of a series of nuclear-propelled attaclc submarines

(SSNs). Once the technology of thermonuclear warhcads and of solid fuel rocket propulsion macle

it possible to design the Polaris missile, small enough to put i a submarine, a cylindrical section

housing 16 Polaris missiles was inserted into the mid-section of a nuclear-powered submarine

initially designed as an attack boat, and the resulting George Washington, commissioned in 1959,

was the firt tucu sirategic submarine, and was in service nine years earlier than the Soviet Yankee.

After the remarkable success of the George Washington/ Polaris combination, of which five

were built, the United States followed with a rapid progression of successively larger SSBNs; five

Ethan Allens, nine Lafayettes, ten Madisons, and twelve Franklins4 . The range of Polaris was

extended, and a successor SLBM, the Poseidon, with MIRV, designed, with the submarines being

refitted to take the improved missiles. See Table 6.



Modernization and Replacement i the SLBM Programn of the United States4s

The United States Navy was unwilling to, place large liquid-fuelled bailistic missiles into its
submarines, or even its surface ships, and had experiinented with nuclear-armed cruise missiles*'
canried external to thc pressure bull and launched on the surface with a solid booster rocket.
Substantial improvement to, the yield-to-weight ratio of nuclear warheads, and the development of
controllable solid-fuel rocket propulsion resulted ini the design of the Polaris AI SLBM, able to
deliver a 500 KT warhead to a range of 2200 kmn. This was followed by Polaris A2 and Polaris A3,
with ranges of 2,800 and 4,600 kmn. respectively. Polaris A3 canried three 200 KT warheads, but
these wcre not independendly targeted (i.c. they werc MRVs rather than MIRVs). A3 was significantly
more accurate than AI or A2. For the number of American SLBMs sec Table 8 and Figure S. The
replacements of Polaris missiles were scheduled to keep the total number of SLBM launchers at
656 for fourteen consecutive years. Figure 8 is a particularly good illustration of modernization,
with capability being increased without surpassing numerical limitations.

flc moat important escalation ini the number of sca-based nuclear warheads came with the
Poseidon SLBM. Although longer and fatter than Polaris, and ncarly twice as heavy, it was possible
to fit Poseidons into the Lafayette submarincs 47. With twice the throw-weight of Polaris, Poscidon
could deliver as many as fourteen MIRVs to the same range as Polaris A3, or a smaller number to
a longer range43. Poseidon was twice as accurate as Polaris A3.

Ten years later Poscidon was followed by Trident I (C4), sized to fit into the sanie launch
tubes. With three rocket stagcs instead of the two of Poseidon and Polaris, Trident I carries eight
100 KTr M]RV to a much longer range than Poseidon, with about the same accuracy. Once 24

45 The Shipi and Aircraft ofdth US Fieet, op.ct.
US Nuclear Weapora: Mue Secret His Lory, op.cft.
US Nuclear Forces ad Capabilitdes, op..ci.



submarines were deployed with 384 Trident I missiles, the US total of MIRVed ICBMs and SLBMs

had risen to 1190, almost at the SALT il limit of 1200. Sec Table 9.

Ibe Iatcst American SLBM is Trident Il (C5), much larger and heavier than Trident I,

designed to carry several combinations of reentry vehicles to the remnarkable range of 12,000 k:m 0 ,

and with the even more remnarkable CEP of onlyl120 metres. Although the first eight Ohio SSBNs

went into service with Trident I missiles, ail the Ohios will be able to accommodate Trident Il.

fIce deploymcnt of MIRV on the Poscidon and Trident missiles has allowed the total number

of American sea-based strategic warheads to increase by a factor more than eight, without breaching

the SALT limit on thc number of SLBM launchers. Contrast Table 9 with Table 8, and Figure 9 with

Figure 8. Figure 9 demonstrates the way in which the Poseidon made a dominant contribution since

1972, only recently overtaken by the Trident family.

SSBN building program, s0 that the tirst



SLBMs, were launched submerged. neli 1400 kmn. range of SS-N-5 also restricted it to a theatre
rôle, and its withdrawal from operations is now complete.

It was SS-N-6, with a 2,500 km. range, which gave the USSR a true sea-based, strategic
capability. As shown on Table 10, and Figure 10, over 500 of these missiles were deployed, on 34
Yankee I submarines. SS-N-6 appeared in three versions, the last of which carried two 350 KT MRV
warheads.

SS-N-S brought a revolutionary increase in range over previous Soviet SLBMs. The first
version, Mod 1, could reach 7,800 km., allowing a Delta I or Il submarine to threaten many major
strategic targets on another continent from one of the coastal bastions off the Soviet cost Mod 2,
appearing four years late, had a range of 9,100 km., which made nearly ail srategic targets in
NATO territory reachable from a coastal bastion52. Nearly 300 SS-N-8s have been deployed on 22
Delta submarines.

SS-N-17 was the first Soviet SLBM to use solid fuel, and had a range on only 3,900 km. It
probably had a more significant role in development of technology than in strategic deterrence,
smnce only twelve missiles on one Yankee II submarine were deployed, and the submarine has now
been deactivated.

flue introduction of MIRV into the Soviet sea-launched strategic force came in 1977, with
SS-N-18. This missile used liquid propellant Mods 1 and 3 could carry three and seven MIRVs
respectively 5S, to a range of 6,500 km, Mod 2 a single warhead to 8,000 km. 224 SS-N-18s are
deployed in fourteen Delta III submarines.

Each of the huge Iyphoon submarines carnies twenty SS-N-20 missiles, which use solid fuel
to propel at least six 100 KT MIRVs to arange of 8,300 km.fThe DeltaIV SSBNsech have sixteen
SS-N-23 SLBMs, each missile probably able to deliver ten 100 KT MIRVs to a range of 8300 kmn.
Both of these two types of Soviet SLBM are more accurate than any of their predecessors. The
accumulation of SS-N-20 and SS-N-23 SLBMs took the USSR to the SALT Il limit of 1200
MIRVed ICBMs and SLBMs, necessitating removal of some SS- 17 ICBMs. START charfes eacb



Table 10 shows regular introduction of a new Soviet SLBM every four or five years' 4.

Illustrated by Ta~ble il and Figure 11, and as already seen for ICBMs and American SLBMs, the

appearance of MIRV causes the warhead contribution of the latest missiles to dominate that of the

earlier types. However, comparing Table 1 1" with Table 9, it is seen that the number of American

SLBM warheads has exceeded by far the corresponding Soviet total.

flie START limit of 1600 delivery vehicles and 4900 warheads on ICBMs and SLBMs will

clearly force the USSR, who have traditionally favoured land-based missiles over sea-based, to cut

the number of SLBM launchers and warheads quite deeply. They ivili probably eliminate ail of the

Hotel, Yankee, and Delta 1 and Il submarines, and the SS-N-5, -6, -8, and -17 missiles, and

download the number of warheads on the S S-N- 18 and -20 missiles.

An interesting difference between the Soviet and American programs is that if we group

Delta I and II together (same I00, size, and type of missile), every class of SSBN produced ini

quantity came with a new type of SLBM. In contrast, the USN tended to refit older submarifles to

accept newer missiles.This is an example of two general types of modernization: completely new

systems or upgrading of key components only.

Measures of Effectiveness of Ballistic Missiles

Among the various characteristics that determine the effectiveness of a ballistic missile

wcapon systemn are:

0 the number of missiles of the



" the vulnerability of the launchers ta enemy attack
" the launch weight of cach missile, which pravides the potential which is convertible into

range and/or tbrow-weight

Iflese characteristics are flot independent~ Maximum range and thrw-weight: can be traded
off under the constraint of launch weight Accuracy is likely ta decrease when range is increaed-%.
Increasing the number of warheads usually implies that each be smaller, with a reduced energy
yield. Penetration aids can be substituted for warheads.

The SALT agreements placed limits on numbers of missiles, and on the launch weight and
throw-weight: of "light» ICBMs. SALT Il limited the number of missiles fitted with MIRV, andi on
the number of MIRVs on each missile. SJ7ART limits the number of missiles, the number which can
bc mobile, and the number of warheads, with some restrictions on how these can be distributed.
Total throw-weight is limited ta 3,600 metric tons. But no restrictions have been applied ta range,
energy yield, or accuracy.

Maximum range posed some constraints on the strategic targets that could be threatened by
the earliest Iand-based ICBMs, but once a large number were able to reach ta 10,000 kmn, additional
range conferred limde marginal value. But for many years it was different for submarine-launched,
missiles. Ibe restricted dimensions of the earlier submarines placed a limit on the size of the
missiles, which in turn bounded the amount of racket fuel that could be loaded, and therefore the
maximum range attainable. This meant that the submarine was obliged ta patrol fairly close ta the
adversary's coast, especially when the targets were located well inland. Increasing the range of the
missile not only allowed mare targets ta be threatened, but also gave the SSBN a greater ocean area
in which ta station itsclf, thus increasing flexibility and decreasing vulnerability.

flc steady increase in the range of Amnerican SLBMs is shown in Table 6 and on Figure 6C.
With the range of 12,000 km. achieved by Trident II, there wauld be limte advantage in any further
increase.



indicates whether the fuel of the main booster rackets was liquid or solid. Liquid fuel is more energy

efficient and it can be seen that prior ta 1987 the two solid fuelled missiles had throw-weights

considerably less than their liquid-fuellcd contemporaries.

Figure 12 separates the two "heavy ICBMs", SS-9 and SS-18 from the others. SS-9 caused

great concern ta the United States, who were ahead of the Soviets in MIRV technology, but

recognizcd the potential capability for MIRV afforded by the large throw-weight of S S-957. S S- 18

did exploit its large throw-weight by having ten 500 KT~ MIRVs. Twelve years later SS-24 was

designed ta be rail-mobile. Like the American MX, SS-24 has a throw-weight about the same as

that of SS-17 and SS-19, and carries ten IRVs. Both MX and SS-24 press close ta the limits of

the SALT Il definition of a "new heavy ICBM". The ather recent Soviet ICBM, SS-25, is road

mobile, and therefore much smaller than any of its fixed predecessors. With its small throw-weight

(a tenth of that of SS- 18) it lias a single 750 KT warhead.

Once the range, number and size of warheads, and the survivability of the systems reached

the level needed to be able ta deliver assured massive retaliation against cities, the performance

characteristic of bullistic missiles that had the greatest strategic significance was the accuracy with

which the warheads would strilce close ta their intended targets. Higli accuracy was flot necessary

le _- A-ctirq4,wt ef nmnnlsitinn tf rets. ]But with inaccurate weapons, military point targets

sucli



The Use of Withdrawn Equipment in Other Roles

Thic usual objective of modernization of a weapon syscmn is to replace it with another, better,
systemn. However, some or all of the system that is rcplaced may continue ini use, perhaps by
conversion to another role or transfer to another country (which may represent a modernization of
the equipmcnt of the recipient).

Ini the case of strategic ballistic missiles, the SALT agreements made no stipulation
regarding destruction of missiles or disposai of warheads. Some of tic rockets (such as Atlas and
Titan) have been used for space launches and other rescarch 8. START explicitly permits the
presence of up to twenty ICBM or SLBM launchers or missiles to be locatcd at space launch
facilitics. It docs, howevcr, describe tie procedures neccssary to bave a weapon remnovcd fromn
"accountable status" by conversion or destruction. While tic number of nucica warheads bas been
increasing, because of MIRV, Uhc total miegatonnage has been dccrcasing as thc single large-yield
warhcads arc withdrawn-". The nuclear material can bc used again, for weapons or possibly for
power reactors.

While START places a number of restrictions on silos and launchers for ICBMs, and on
nuclear-capable bomber aircraft, including provisions for their destruction, thc limitations of
SLBMs is flot accompanicd by requirements to limit Uic number of submarincs which carry Uicm.
There arc instructions regarding thc dlinination of Uic SLBM launching tubes, but thc submarinc
need flot be dcstroyed. Howcvcr, Uic statement made by President Gorbachev on 5 October 1991
includcd a plan to decommission six Yankee SSBNs.

SSBNs withdrawn from Uic role of launching SLBMs can be converted into SSGNs (armed
with strategic or anti-ship cruise missiles) or SSNs (armcd with torpedoes). Or Uicy can serve as
test beds for Uic devclopmcnt of new submarinc-launchcd weaponsO.
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American Polaris and Trident SLBMB have been sold to the Royal Navy, although their

nuecear warheads were designed and constructed by the British. Howevcr there has been very littie

evidence of international transfer of strategic weapons technology. There has been much more

transfer of armaments and technology with non-nuclear systems, such as tactical aircraft and tanks,

as will be discussed in Chapter V.



MI THE MODERNIZATION 0F COMBAT AIRCRAFT

The Modernization of American Strategie Bombers

The end of World War II left the United States with several thousand B-29 "Superfortress"
bombers, powered by four piston engines, and welable to deliver large tonnages of conventional,
bombs.61 But each of the tdr= nuclear explosive devices that had been built had been detonated
(one test at Alamogordo and the two dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki).

The US Strategic Air Command, created in 1946, inherited 148 B-29s, a number that rose
to nearly 500 during the next two years. Sec Table 14 and Figure 14. Before a B-29 was qualified
to deliver a nuclear weapon, considerable expensive modification (known as '<silver plating") was
necessary. 62 However, the real constraint on fielding a sizeable nuclear capability in these early
years was the slow production rate of nuclear weapons. Only a small proportion of the B-29s were
silver plated. The majority of the force continued to serve as conventional bombers, a number being
used in the Korean War.

The B-50 bomber was an improved version of the B-29, with greater range, weapon load,
and speed, and a better capability for in-fiight refueiling. But to be able to conduct operations
against strategic targets in Eurasia it was necessary to operate the B-29 and B-50 bombers from
forward bases.

The first truly intercontinental bombing capability was achieved with the B-36. The largest
(though no longer the heaviest) bomber ever built, the B-36 had an unrefueiled combat radius of
6,300 km, and the enormous weapon load of 32,000 kg. The early model B-36B was propelled by
six piston engines (with pusher airscrews), and was slower than cither B-29 or B-50. Four turbojet
engines were added, making B-36D faster than the other two. Performance figures for these and
cnher bomber aircraft are listed in Table 15.

Tfle new interceptor aircraft of the 1950s had jet propulsion, giving them a decisive
advantage over propeiler-driven bombers. The next American bomber was the ail-jet B-47, with



load were less than those of the B-50. It was therefore essential to deploy the B-47 at forward bases,

with a large tanker fleet for in-flight refueiling. Over 2,000 B-47s were manufactureci.

The testing and production of nuclear bombs for these aircraft proceeded through a series

of rapidly changing designs."g 'Me early bombs weighed about 5,000 kg, beyond the carrying

capacity of any aircraft except the B-29, B-50, and B-36. But the Mark 5 fission bomb, produced

in 1952, yielding 40-50 KTr, weighed only 1,500 kg, enabling saialer air force and navy aircraft,

and also the cruise missiles Matador and Regulus, to carry it. The Mark 7 warhead, weighing less

tha 750 kg, was light enough for short-range Surface-to-Surface ballistic missiles, and Mark 9 was

designed for a 280 mm artillery sheil weighing leas than 300 kg, but with an energy yield of 15 KI%.

Consequently, from 1952 onwards flhe production of nuclear weapons was no longer dirccted.

exclusively towards strategic bombers.

The first thermonuclear (hydrogen, fusion) device was detonated in 1952, by the United

States, and two types of bombs (Mark 14 and Mark 17) were available for operational deploymeflt

i 1954. These were enormous crude weapons, weighing 13,600 kg and 18,800 kg, and could only

be lifted by a B-36. But in 1955 flie Mark 15 thermonuclear boinb was ready, with a weight of 3,500

kg, light enough for B-47s and navy bombers.6"

The bistory of flie buildup of SAC bombers and of flic total stockpile of American nuclear

weapons during flic first ten years is iilustrated on Figure 14. Remembcriflg that ail of these



was to design a larger ail-jet bomber, with greater range and weapon loaci. The first models of the
B-52 had nearly twice the combat radius and 3.5 times the weapon load of the B-47. With acrial
refuelling over friendly tenritory or the sea, a B-52 could start in the United States and reach almost
anywhere in the world on a direct flight at economnical altitude. However, the range was still too
short to permit evasive routing or penetration at low altitude in hostile airspace, which was
becoming increasingly necessary as air defences against bombers flying at medium and high
altitude were improved. Consequently, extensive modifications were made with the B-52 G and
H models, to produce signiflcantly increased range, as well as a capability for penetration at 10w
altitude. flic B-52H achieved approximately twicc the range of the earliest B-52s.

Other changes equipped the B-52G and H to carry air-launched cruise missiles. Some
B-52Gs have been given non-nuclear maritime roles. The B-52H can fly long missions at low
altitude, and can suppress defences with short-range nuclear air-to-surface missiles (SRAMs).

Because of these important differences between the B-52 G and H and the carlier models,
the data in Table 16 for B-52s is divided into two columns, and shown by two curves on Figure 16.
Starting in 1965 some of the models up to B-52F were sent to Vietnam for conventional bombing,
and ail wcre phascd out several years ago. But B-52Gs and Hs are still in the inventory. Some were
used in 1991 in the Persian Gulf for conventional bombing.

By 1955 thc Soviets were bcginning to deploy supersonic interceptor aircraft The American
B-58 was thc first supersonic stracegic bomber. Smalcr than thc B-47, and much smailer than the
B-52, it had twicc Uic maximum spced of thc B-52 and a higher ceiling. But its combat radius and
wcapon load were much inferior to those of the B-52. For survival in thc face of enemy defences,
however, Uic value'of high speed and ceiling wcrc being reduced by thc deployment of Soviet
surface-to-air missiles, whose speed and ceiling can exceed those of any bomber. Only 116 B-58s
werc built, of which over twenty were lost in crashes. By 1970 ail had been withdrawn from thc



Once the B-52 G and H were able to remain outside hostile airspace and launcli long-range

ALCMs, the need (which had been addressed ini their day by the B-58 and FB-111A) was for a

"penetrating bombe?' able to reach deep into territory heavily defended by both interceptors and

missiles.

After a very long period of planning and development, with many delays, interruptions and

cance1lations66, the USAF evcntually deployed the B-lB. The first operational B-lB appeared in

1984, thirty-two years after the first B-52. One hundred B-lBs weoe builit Although the B-lB is

nearly as large as the B-52, it reflects a much smaller radar echo. B-lB lias a shorter combat radius

but nearly double the weapon load of the B-52. With variable geometry, it can fly fast and low, or

more economically at higli altitude.

flhc latest American strategic bomber is the B-2, designed to exploit the new "stealth"

technology which makes aircraft almost invisible to radar'7.The B-2 is smaller and slower than the

B-lB, and is extraordinarily expensive"u. However, its proponents are encouraged by the success

during the Gulf War of the mucli smaller (and also subsonic) F-117 stealth figliter-bomber.

The START accounting rules for nuclear warheads provides substantial incentives for the

retention or acquisition of heavy bombers, and especially for those flot equipped with ALCMs, in

preference to MVed ballustic missiles. A bomber flot cquipped to carry ALCMs is only charged



inventory of B-29 rype bombers"%. However, the first nuclear weapon recased to the Soviet
operational forces did flot appear until lat in 1953, by which time the USA had over a thousand
deployed, deliverable by B-36 and B-47 as well as B-29 type bombers. It seems probable that the
US SR recognized the limitations of their Tu-4, decided to employ it in a theatre role only, until it
could be replaced by the jet-propelled Tu- 16 Badger, and waited for two new types of heavy bomber
to, give them an intercontinental nuclear capability.

The Mya-4 Bison was a large bomber with turbojet engines, able to lift 9,000 kg, but with
somewhat less than intercontinental range. The Tu-95 Bear A, with turboprop propulsion, had better
range and payload, though it was slower. Both aircraft have given long service, the Bisons being
converted to reconnaissance and as tankers. The inventory of Bear bombers, was built up
contemporaneously with the American B-52, although in much smaller numbers. Later, the Bear B
and C models were equipped with air-to-surface missiles, as alternatives to bombs. Other models
(D, E, and F) were used in maritime roles. Then in the 1980s Bears appeared in new formns, with
strategic roles.

Bear G, converted ftom B and C, carrnes four nuclear bombs and two AS-4 cruise missiles,
which can be used against land targets or ships. Bear H, firat appearing twenty-seven years after
Bear A, is a newly-built aircraft carrying up to eîght long-range AS- 15 ALCMs.



Arms Control Restrictions on Heavy Bombers and Cruise Missiles

SALT I placed no restrictions on aircraft or air-launched missiles. However, in the seven

year interval between the signing of SALT I and SALT il the US reduced its inventory of swrategic

bombers by 18% (due to the withdrawal of carlier model B-52s), while the Soviets remained exactly

the same, at about one-third of the American level.

The USSR have been consistent advocates of cruise missiles for air and naval roles, ever

since World War Ill.1heir shipborne cruise missiles brought about the edipse of the large naval gun

as the primary anti-surface ship weapon. Launched from surface ships, submarines, and aircraft,

cruise missiles perinitted nuclear attack on surface ships at very long ranges. And, for both tactical

and strategic aircraft, air-to-surface cruise missiles allowed delivery of a large warhead (whether

nuclear or conventional) againat a heavily defended target at a standoff distance, greatly reducing

the vulnerability of the aircraft. First deployed in 1958, AS-i (Kennel), with a conventional

warhead, was carried by medium-range Badger bombers for use againat shipping, wo be followed

in 1961 by the nuclear-armed AS-2 (Kipper). But by 1960 the AS-3 (Kangaroo), more like a

full-sized fighter aircraft than a missile, and able wo carry a megaton warhead wo a range of 500 km,

was deployed in Bear A strategic bombera. Other nuclear-armed Air Launched Cruise Missiles

followed, bcginning with AS-4 (Kitchen) ini 1962, primarily for theatre-range bombera but later

deployed on Bear G.



Attracted by these technological possibilities, bath the USA and USSR were developing
new cruise missiles for the 1980s, including air-launched, sea-launched, and ground-launched
versions with long ranges and nuclea warheads.

As the negotiations proceeded towards SALT II, a demand arase ta place some limitations
on the airborne leg of the strategic: nuclear triad, since the land-based and sea-based components
were ta be constrained. It was evident that cruise missiles would soon become a significant element
in the strategic balance, and wauld add ta the capability of bomber aircraft, quite possibly extending
the useful life of types of bomber no longer able ta penetrate modem defences. Anather factor which
concerned the United States was the appearance i 1974 of the Soviet Tu-26 Backfire bomber.
Supersonic and with variable geometry, and twice the weight of the FB-111A, it was feared that
Backfire would be capable of intercontinental range, and that a programmefor rapid manufacture
of Backfires would give the USSR a significant advantage as compared ta the reducing strength of
SAC. American intelligence agencies developed differing estimates of the unrefuelled combat
radius of the Backfire, and of the direct threat which it posed ta North America.

Ini the end, SALTII did not deal with Backfire in the text of the treaty. The limitations were
ta be on "heavy bombera". To facilitate verification, aircraft that could be mistaken for heavy
bombera, but were flot (c.g. Bisons converted ta tankers, or Bear maritime patrol aircraft) were ta,
be given "Functionally Related Observable Différences" that would be recognizable by National
Technical Means (normally these would be reconnaissance satellites). 'FRODs"71 were ta distinguish
aircraft configured ta carry cruise missiles, or fitted for air-to-air refuelling.

Backflre was armed with the nuclear AS-4 (Kitchen) ALCM whose range is believed ta be
less than 600 kmr. Just prior ta the signing of SALT il in 1979 President Brezhnev wrote a letter ta,
President Carter, stating that the Backfire was a medium-range bomber and that the USSR did flot



will ever be operational at any one time. The American FB-l11s have been withdrawn from their

nucicar role.

SALT II ideritified B -52, B-i1, Bear, and Bison to be "heavy bombers", and added "future

types of bombers which cari carry out the mission of a heavy bomber in a mariner similar or superior

to that of bomnbers listed above", as well as bombers equipped to carry cruise missiles with a range

of over 600 km, or air-to-surface ballistic missiles (ASBMs).

(presum



START toeated bomnbers in the same fashion as SALTIL1 There is freedom to mix the number
of aircraft with the number of ICBM and SLBM launchers under the 1600 ceiling. Under the ceiling
of 6000 nuclear warheads, a bomber with any number of nuclear gravity bombs or short-range
missiles, but flot able to carry long-range missiles, counts as one warhead. But up to 150 American
bombers equipped for ALCMs will be accountable for ten warheads each, and up to, 180 Soviet
ALCM capable bombers for eight each75. Counting rules apart, Ameiican bombers were flot to be
equipped to carry more than twenty ALCMs, Soviet bombers more tha sixteen.

SALT Il devoted considerable attention to limitation of air-to-surface ballistic missiles
(ASBMs), with a range of more than 600 kmn. Some of the provisions resembled those for ICBMs
(eg MlRVs, prohibition of "heavy" missiles), others were parallel to the ALCM limitations (the
number to be mounted on one heavy bomber, and provisions for testing). However, the protocol
accompanying SALT il stated that 'Each Party undertakes not to flight-test or deploy AS BMs", and
the Memorandum of Understanding listed an inventory of 0 ASBMs, with or without MIRVs, for
each side.

An article ini START contains the statement that <'Each Party undertakes not to produce, test,
or deploy ASBMs", but the fr-equent references to ASBMs of SALT II were flot repeated.

An American project to produce an ASBM known as "Skybolt", which would have
projected a nuclear warhead to a range of nearly 2000 kmn, figured i plans to extend thc life of
British as well as US bombers. But Skybolt was cancelled i 1963. It seems probable that it has
been thc technical problems of ASEMs, and thc relative advantages of ALCMs, rather than anus
control, which lias removed the motivation for the acquisition of long-range ASBMs.



Some of the relevant characteristics are:

* the engine power, or thrust (and whether there is an afterburner)

" the maximum weapon load (and how it is distributed between internai and externat

mounting)

" the unrefuelled combat radius (and to what extent it is dependent on externally mounted

fuel, and also whether air-to-air refuelling is possible)

" the maximum speed (at several altitudes and loadings)

* the operational ceiling (with différent loads)

" the performance of the aircraft's radar system

" the echoing area offered to a searching or tracing radar.

" the rate of climb (important for interceptors)

K.ey design figures which constrain these performance characteristics include:

" the. maximum takeoff weight

" the wing area (and whether there is variable geometry)



speed with which it can penetrate defended air space. Representative values of these parameters are
given on Table 15. However, any single one of these numbers is only valid under particular
circumstances. The combat radius depends on the weight of payload, carried, whether weapons and
fuel are mounted externally, whether there is in-flight refudiling, and the speeds and altitudes flown.
'nie maximum speed depends on the fuel and weapons loading and the altitude. Maximum weapons
load is less dependent on other factors, and some for heavy bombers are listed in Table 18, and
iilustrated on Figure 18. These show the large increase ini payload achieved by the B-36, the last of
the US propeiler-driven heavy bombers, foilowed by a sharp drop with the first ail-jet bomber (the
B-47), recouped by the B-52. 'Ile first supersonic bomber, the B-58, had a small payload, while the
B-lB, which became operational twenty-six years later, can barely exceed Mach 1, and normally
operates at subsonic speeds. The payloads of Soviet bombers have risen much more gradually, with
Baclcflre and Blackjack having supersonic capability.

For many years it was an important asset for both bombers and reconnaissance aircraft to
be able to dlimb to a high altitude. This increased their survivability against both propeller-driven
interceptor aircraft, which took many minutes to dlimb to high altitude, and antiaircraft guns, which
were extremely inaccurate at high altitude. It was not uncommon to convert bombers or fighters
into reconnaissance aircraft, by removing their armnament and adding cameras. Table 19 lists the
operational ceilings of a number of American reconnaissance aircraft. Ibe same data is also plotted
in Figure 19, on which it cai be seen that while adapted bombers achieved slightly higher ceilings
between 1946 and 1953, and adapted fighters between 1960 and 196576, by far the highest ceilings
were reached by aiitraft specifically designed for reconnaissance, the most famous being the U-2,
SR-7 1, and TR-1. The U-2 and TR-1 were subsonic, whereas the SR-71 could attain a speed above



For any combat aircraft, bigh speed is an asset. Table 15 shows how the maximum speeds

of bombers rose graduaily toward the speed of sound 78, and then, in the early 1960s, suddenly

exceeded it by a considerable margin, but tended to stay in the neighbourhood of Mach 2

thereafter.

Specd is even more important for flghters than for bombers, and particularly so for air

superiority fighters. Table 20 lists the maximum speed of Soviet fighter type aircraft over a period

beginning i the 1930s, when ail aircraft were propeiled by low-powered piston engines and

airscrewsw9. The data is shown in graphical form on Figure 20.

Steady progress (mainly due to the increasing power-to-weight ratios available in piston

engines) is evident, from less than a quarter of the speed of sound to nearly 60%, achieved in 1944.

T'he advent of jet propulsion allowed the post-war MÎG- 15 to reach Mach 0.92, but further progress

was delayed by the problems of "breaking the sound banrier". Many of the aerodynamic performance

tehi"rtexiçticsç of airframes chanze drastically at transsonic and supersonic speeds. Overcoming

these



Thbe Soviet aiitraft that could exceed M 2.5 was the MG-25 ('Foxbat") interceptor.
Designed at the time when the US was planning the B-70 fast high-altitude bomber, the MiG-25
had a powerful radar, and was armed with a long-range air-to-air missile (the AA-6 Acrid, the largest
of the Soviet AAMs). To intercept and engage a bomber moving at high speed and at high altitude,
the Foxbat needed a rapid rate of climb, and high speed at high altitude, but should flot have to
engage ini high acceleration manoeuvreing.

The other recent Soviet fighter whose speed is flot in the M 1.75 to M 2.4 range is the Yak-38
Forger. ibis is a vertical and short takeoff and landing (VSTOL) aircraft with directed jet thrust,
and, like ita Western counterpart the Harrier, achieves its agility at the expense of high maximum
speed. The first Forgers were subsonic, and capable of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) only.
Later versions, now deployed on aircraft carrers, can lift greater payloads by using STOL, but can
achieve barcly supersonic speed.

Table 21 lista the maximum speeds for Western jet-propeiled fighters. The associated graph
on Figure 21 shows the sharp discontinuity, occunring in the mid-1950s, between the series of
high-subsonic fighters and the subsequent series with maximum speeds of about M 2.0. Three
exceptions to the general trend are identified in Figure 21. The Gnat and the F-5, with maximum
speeds well below the trend line, were both lightweight fighters, designed for economy rather than
for air-to-air combat against the world's most capable fighters. The F-15 Eagle, the only Western
fighter with a maximum speed above M 2.5, was, and probably still is, the moat effective air
superiority fighter in the sky. Although flot able to reach the high maximum speed of the MiG-25,
the F- 5 has a lower wing loading, and can use the high thrust of its engines for agile manoeuvreing.
As was the case with the F-4 Phantom, the highly succesaful airframe of thc F- 15 has been adapted
for a strike/interdiction role, in thc formn of the two-place F-15E Strike Eagle, with advanced
avionies for ground attack, and a maximum weapon load greater than 11,000 kgS2.

Thus, while speed is an important indicator, other characteristics must be taken into account
in assessing combat capability for various roles. No one parameter (we have cliscussed weapon load,



ceiling, and maximum speed, and there are many others) should be taken as a single comprehensive

measure of effectiveness.

Air Defence

T'he only airvraft designed to combat others of thcir own type are fighters intended to

establish and keep air superiority. Whiile a fighter can ke destroyed by ground fire, or on its base by

missiles or bombs, its effectiveness depends on its ability to defeat its own kind in air-to-air combat.

This capability must be measured relative to that of the opponent, so that modernization by the

(prospective or actual) enemy is as important as by one's own force.

AUl other types of aircraft cmi be threatened by enemy fighters and by weapons fired from

the ground, as weil as by attacks on their base.

Few types of aircraft can match the aerodynamic performance of a modem fightez. An

manoeuvrable than a



Arms transfers may be made for sirategic, political, or financiai reasons. Except for nuclear
weapons, th=er are few formai intenationally recognized barri=r to arma tranfers. The Non-
Proliferation Treaty explicitly forbids transfer of nuclear weapons or their associated tcchnology
from any nuclear weapons state to a non-nuclear weaponis state. The ABM Treaty prahibits transfer
to other states or deployment outside of national territory of ABM systems or their camponents.
SALT Hl and SITART include an agreement flot to circumvent their provisions through any other
state. fIce text of the draft Chemical Weapons Convention bans transfers or assistance ta other
countries, the Missile Technology Control Regime places restrictions on export of certain
technologies assaciated with guided missiles, and COCOM controls diversion of strategic goods
and technologiess3. None of these agreements specifically limit transfers of combat aircraft

The US Congress has passed laws ta place strict contrai an the export of American nuclear
technology, and many nations have laws or palicies restricting the exports of selected military
technology or equipment ta specific countriess'. Restraints such as these ame likely ta be strengthened
when potential recipients are actively engaged in a war, and niilitary aircraft are certainly anc of the
important types af equipment involved. On the other hand, there are a number of joint production
programns in which several countries share in the manufacture of sophisticated weapons systems,
and other arrangements by which a country is licensed to manufacture a systemn using a foreign
design.

To examine the process of the modernization of air farces by international transfer, five of
the moat versatile and widely distributed types of fighter aircraft have been selected, three designed
in the USA and two in the USSR.

First available in 1961, the F-4 Phantomn deserves ta ho described as the moat versatile
combat aircraft ever built. Over 5,000 have been produced, in many modela. Roles successfülly

-urni and



fllled include carrier-based and land-based inteiveptoi, fighter-bombar close support, reconnaissance,

and electronic warfarets.

flie first foreign countries to receive F-4s were the United Kingdom and Iran, ini 1968, and

Germany and South Korea in 1970. By 1974 F-4s were in the air forces of Spai, Japan, Turkey,

Greece, and Israel, and they were transferred to Egypt i 1984. AUl of the eleven countries just

mentioned still have F-4s i their inventories.

flic American figliter that lias had the most widespread international distribution is the F-5

Uglter, cheaper, and casier to maintain than its top performance contemporaries, the F-5 was

chosen by the United States for supply to its allies under the Military Assistance Program. Since its

first appearance in 1964, a number of models of F-5s have been produced i several countries, and

it is in use in the roles of interdiction, close support, air defence, armed reconnaissance, and training.

The FME version, first operational in 1973, incorporated important improvements, especially for

thc air-to-air role, with more powerful engines, better manoeuvrability, and a greater radius of

action.

Table 22 r ore (or



reconnaissance. Different versions were equipped with several types of radar and missiles in its long
and versatile life (which is by no means finished i 1992). MiG-21s have been manufactured mi
India, Czechoslovakia, and North Korea, and in the Xian plant in China with the designation J-7 or
F-7.

Table 23 shows the distribution of MiG-1l7s, MG-21 s, and thcir Chînese models. Information
regarding distribution prior to 1965 is scant>', and the dates in Table 23 are only from 1965 onward.
Ile MG-21 is the most widely deployed figliter aircraft in the world, and b>' 1980 the nurnber
exported by the Soviet Union exceeded the total of the NATO tactical aircraft in Northern and
Central Europe. While the older and less capable MG-17 lias now been withdrawn from most of
the better-equipped air forces,

MiG-21 continues to serve in over fort>' countries. The list traces the histor>' of Soviet
foreign relations, with the closest and longest being in the Warsaw Pact, followed b>' support for
counitries in Asia, the Middle East, and then Africa. Chinese-built J-5s and J-7s were exported to
Africa, the Middle East, and Asia.



IV THE MODERNIZATION 0F ARMOURED FORCES

The Principal Characteristies of Tanks

Designers of tanks must balance tdre primary objectives: hitting power, mobility, and

vulnerability. These are highly interdependent. Good hitting power and good mobility reduce

vulnerability. But a heavy gun, space for a lot of ammunition, and thick arinour all reduce mobiW.

The environment ini which a tank must operate poses more constraints than those faced by

the designers of missiles, aircraft, or ships. A tank should be light enough and small enough to be

transportable by rail, and to bc able to negotiate the bridges and tunnels ini its theatre of operations.

It must climb and descend siopes, and traverse rough and soft ground. It should be able to maintain

a reasonable cruising speed on highways or smooth hard ground, and a highly desirable (though

flot absolutely essential) capability is to ford shallow water, or better, to swim across deep water.

The requirements of mobility set a practical lirait to the size and weight of a tank, s0 that

the designer is obliged to trade off his needs for a large and powerful engine, a gun with good range

and hitting power, stowage space for adequate ammunition, and thick protective armour within

strict limits of overail size and weight.97

As a consequence of these complicated interdependencies, it is difficult to isolate any one

or two measures of effectiveness that would represent the overail combat capability of a particular

tank



The Development of Tank Technology to the End of World War Il

The firs tanks were designed for use against the trench and barbed-wire defences which had
defeated infantry attacks in the first years of World War L The piimary requirement was ta be able
to move over wire and trenches in the face of machine-gun fire. »Me British armed their first tanks
with two light naval guns and several machine-guns, the French used a single 75mm howitzer and
machine-guns. The armour was good enough for protection against enemy machine-gun and small
arms fire, though flot against artillery, but the speed of the vehicle was only 6 to 8 km/bu. The
German response was a large, very clumsy vehicle (A7V) with a crew of 18, more 11ke a fortress
than a tank.

In the period between the wars, several diverging linos of thought developed regarding the
use of tanks. The Germans wanted ta avoid trench stalemates, and designed the Blitzkrieg tactics,
centered on fast-moving well-anned tanks working ini combination with infantry, aircraft, and
artillery. Two familles of larger tanks were built, the PzKpfw MI battle tanks, ta fight against enemy
tanks, and the PzKpfw IV medium tanks, ta support friendly infantry. As the war progressed, the
Panzer forces were faced with ever better opposing tank guns and anti-tank guns, and had to
increase the thickness of their armour. To penetrate armour an opposing tanks, the calibre of the
PzKpfw MI gun was increased from 37mm ta 5Omm ta 75mm, and the length of the 75mm gun on
the PzKpfw IV increasedu. Naturally, the weight of bath tanks grew with these modernizations.
Later the iger, heavier, with very thick frontal armour, and armed with an 88mm gun, becamne the
war's moat feared. tank. The Soviet T-34, appearing in 1941, revealed a number of features of
superiority over the PzKpfw IV, including sloped armour and high agility, prompting the Genrnans
ta design many of these characteristics inta their Panther. The success of the Tiger motivated a Iiger
11, the heaviest, best protected, and with its high-velocity 88mni gun thie most powerfully armed
tank produced during World War 1!.

of main battle tanks, with their year of issue, calibre of main



extrmely vuinerable, and none of the three British types of tank able to compote with Germnan

tanks, by which they were decisively out-gunned.

flh Soviets never depended on smail-calibre guns, and entered World War II with the

heaviest tanks. flic T-28 was given a longer 76mm gun and better annour, and used until T-34 was

available. The 76mm gun on the heavy KV-i was replaced by an 85mm weapon, and served until

the arrivai of the Josef Stalin series of heavy tanks. The T-34 rcpresented a radical improvement in

tank dlesign, with its diesel engine89, fast speed, sloping armour, and high velocity 76mm gun. It

was extremnely successful ini battie, especially after being given an 85mm gun. The most successful

Soviet heavy tank of world War II was the JS-2, with very heavy and cleverly shaped annour and

a 122mm gun.

Wtith their late entry into the war, the USA did not go thromgh as many stages of modernization

as the other participants. 'lhe first tank buiht by the Americans in large numbers was the M4 Sherman.

Nearly 50,000 wcre bufit, with many niinor variations in guns (mostly of 75mm calibre), engines,

and huil construction. The M26 Pershing, with a 9Omm gun, came just at the end of the war, but

saw service in Korea, and with other arinies.

Ini spite of the disadvantages of size already ontlined, there werc occasional projects to build

enormous tanks. The Germnan K tank, designed in 1918, but overtaken by the Armistice and the



Until part way through the Second World War, the only means of penetrating the armour of
a tank was by flring a projectile that was heavy enough and travelling fast enough to smash its way
through the armour. This required an accurate shot from a powerful gun, at fairly short range, and
even then thie shot could bounce off if it struck the. annour at a glancing angle. Heavy man-carrid
rifles soon prov.d inadequate for this task, as did 4im (2-pounder) guns. 57mm (6-pounder) guns
had some success i the. early years of the. war, but it soon became necessary to move to calibres of
75mm or more, if thie armour was to be defeated by Inetic energy.

Ther. is another way to penetrate armour, which relies on chemical energy rather tha
lcinetic energy. An ordinary high explosive sheil is flot very effective against thick armour, because
thi. force of its explosion is not sufficiently concentrated against the mesisting armour. But a
cylindrical explosive charge with a con. hollowed out of the. forward face, and lined with metal,
will focus the energy of its explosion forward into a jet of molten metal able ta penetrate a
considerable thickness of armour. Sucli a "hollow charge" wanhead can b. placed in an artillery
sheil with a rod projecting forward, so that on contact with the. armour it will detonate the charge
at the proper distance to focus the blast most effectively. Or the. wariiad can b. projected at low
velocity, using a light mortar or rocket launcher instead of a iieavy gun. Launchers such as tiiose of
the. spigot mortar for the. British PIAT, the, rocket launcher for the, Ainerican Bazooka, and thie
recoilless gun for the. German Panzerfaust were carried and flred by infantzy.

Several methods of increasing the penetrating power of gun-fired projectiles were discovered.
One, initiated by the. Germans i 1941, was to construct the, projectile witii a liard tungsten carbide
core encased i a liglit metal jacket. TMis would attain a higher muzzle velocity than a homogeneous
sheil of heavier total mass, and tiierefor. increase the. penetration by the. lard core. Otiier methods
of increasing muzzle velocity were to use a tapered bore i the. gun (done by Germnany in 194 1), or
to embed a liard armour-piercing core in a full-calibre piston-like "sabot" wiiicii feli apart after



For accurate long-range gunfire it is necessary that the projectile remain stable in its flight,

rather than tumbling. The usual solution to this problem is to rifle'0 the bore of the gun barrel so

that the sheil rotates, which keeps its orientation steady in flight. For antitank gunnery this bas two

disadvantages. One is that the barrel of a high velocity rifled gun wears quickly, the other is that the

penetrating power of a shaped charge is reduced if it is spinning, since this defocuses the clirectional

effect of its explosion. As a consequence, many new tank gens are being designed with a smooth

bore. 'heir non-rotating projectiles are given "arrowhead stability" by fins.

During the second war fixed-wing aircraft had some success in attacldng tanks with bombs

and light cannon fire, but the best results were achieved with high velocity unguided rockets.

Aircraft giving close support to ground troops must be able to engage tanks, and do so in the face

of antiaircraft fire. lhe modem aircraft most highly developed for anti-tank warfare is the Americ an

A-10, operational since 1975, armed with air-to-surface guided missiles and a large high velocity

success agamst Iraqi tanks and other



With semi-active laser guidance the target can be designated by an observer located on the
ground or ini the air, and the missile fired from a completely différent location. Or, with passive
homing guidance, and once launched in the right direction, the missile can direct itself towards the
heat of the tank, or towards its distinctive shape as projected in an optical image.

KJ7GMs using any of these forms of guidance have allowed helicopters to become extremely
effective anti-tank vehicles. Also field artillery has reentered the anti-tank role, firing sheils able to
alter their trajectory by smail steering vanes, in order to home onto a laser spot directed at the tank
by a forward observer. And, tinaily, small homing weapons can be projected by racket, howitzer,
or helicopter over an area containing tanks, after which the smail munitions will slowly descend
while using infr-ared or millimetre wave radar to locate the tanks and steer towards them for attack
from above"l. In the Gulf war the greatest success against tanks came with aircraft and helicopters
firing electr-oticaily guided ATGMs"2.

There are, of course, methods of combatting tanks other than by long-range guns or guided
missiles. Anti-tank mines can be very effective, especially if sited in conjunction with obstacles and
fields of fire. If infantry can get very close to tanks, they may be able to disable the running gear
with grenades, or to attach explosive charges to the huil. At slightly greater ranges they can use
unguided missiles fired from light recoiiless guns or rocket launchers. While these are unlikely to
defeat the turret or the thick frontal armour, they may be able to disable the tracks, or ta penetrate
or damage the huil through the more thinly armoured sides or bottom.

Naturally, with ail these anti-tank devices and tactics appearing, both for opposing tanks and
for other natural enemies of tanks, the designers and operators of the tanks have produced
coumtermeasures.



a lOOmm gun, was extremely successful, with as many as 70,000 being manufactured. Later models

had a system of controlled air circulation for protection against nuclear, biological, and chemical

warfare93. Auxiliary fittings allowed variants of the T-54 to clear mines or lay bridges. lIs successor

was the T-62, armed with a 1l5mm smooth-bore gun, followed by T-64, with a 125mm smooth bore

gun and much faster than T-62. lle two latest, T-72 and T-80, have the sanie gun as T-64, but with

an automatic loader, and employ the latest improvements ini armour protection and integrated fire

control.

China, which had been supplied with Soviet-built tanks through the 1950s, began to

manufacture copies in the 1960s, and by 1968 had home-built versions of the T-54 in the PLA, under

the designations T-59 orT-69. Subsequent Chinese-built tanks, both heavy and light, have been of

indigenous design.

The British Centurion came just too late to fight ini World War Il, but was the ancestor of a

long lime of successful tanks. Twenty-five separate "Marks" were produced. The 76mm gun of

Centurion I was replaced by an 83mm, and eventually by a lO5mm stabilized gui'. Many other army

and self-propelled guns. The weaknesses of the Centurions



were produced over a long period in a number of models. The most unusual was M-60 A2. with a
new turret mounting a gun/launcher able ta fire a i52mm sheil or a Shillelagh anti-tank miss ilee.
The M-6O A3 had a more powerful stabilized iO5mm gun, a laser rangefinder, computerized fire
contrai, and equipment for night vision.

After a long and ultimately unsuccessful programmeto design "'Main Battle Tank 1970" the
United States settled on the M-i Abrams. This tank has wéll-shaped composite armour, a powerful
gas turbine engine, advanced electronic vision and sighting devices, and a fully stabilized gun. The
first model used a rifled iO5mm gun, but the M-i Ai has a 120mm smooth-bore gun.

Germany recommenced the manufacture of main battie tanks with thec very successful
Leopard L. Armed with a 1O5mm gun, it bas gane tbrough a series of updatings, including
stabilization of the gun and spaced armour. The Leopard I chassis has been used for the Gepard
self-propelled antiaircraft system. (with twin 35mm cannons), an armoured recoveiy vehicle, an
arxnoured engineer vehicle, and a bridgelayer. Heavier than Leapard I, Leopard Il bas a l2Omm
smoothbore gun, composite armour, and good road speed.

The principal French tank is the AMX-30, in service since 1967. Rather lighter than most
ailier main battie tanks, it bas a 1O5mm rifled gun'6, an infrared searchlight, ability ta fard shallow
streams, and flltering of contaminated air. 'Me chassis serves for other applications such as
bridgelaying, carrnage of tactical nuclear missiles, and antiaircraft defence.

Table 24B summanizes the list of major main battle tanks appeaning after World War Il,
together with the calibre of their main. gun and-the total weight of the vehicle. The history af the
gun calibres and vehicle weights throughout the entire periad from 1916 is shown i graphical form,
on Figures 24A and 24B.



the CFE definition ofia battik tank as having a gun of at least 75mm calibre will include ail cunrent

main battie tanks.

Figure 24B shows a sharp increase in the weight of tanks during World War 11, but no

noticeable further trend upwards thereaftoe. Except for the French Char C of 1923 and the Soviet

T-35 of 1933, no tank has exceeded 35 tons before 1940, and no new tank since 1944 has weighed

less than 35 tons or more than 66 tons. Thei CFE definition setting 16.5 tons as the lower limit should

certainly encompass ail current main battie tanks.

Although remarkablc degrees of increase in combat capability have been accomplished

during thc pcriod betwecn 1945 and 1991, they have not been accompanied by a consistent

tendency to increase cither flic calibre of Uic guns or Uic weight of Uic tanks.

Summrary of the Modernizations in Tank and Anti-tank Technology

The purposc of titis chapter has been to describe flic continuing development of Uic

technology of tank and anti-tank weapons. Nothing has remained static for any length of trne since

1939.



penetrating jet before it cmii breach the inner laye. Special materials such as depleted uranium or
certain ceramics can reinforce the resistance of steel armour. Reactive armour detonates a small
explosion just outside the surface of the main armour, which defocuses the penetrating jet of a
shaped charge. Weak spots flot covered by the main armour cmi be covered by add-on patches of
"4appliqu6" armour. And, iii partial answer to the threat of aircraft (especially anti-tank helicopters),
ordinary tanks carry antiamaft guns, and cmi be accompanied by special antiaircraft tanks.

Many of the improvements; in anti-tank technology can be employed by tanks themselves,
since their major enemy is the opponent's tanks. However, guided missiles and mines have become
very serious th:reats to tanks, with which they are flot able to deal on a reciprocal basis. The anti-tank
gunner (hidden on the ground, or ini a helicopter hovering behund cover) will probably sc the tank
flrst, and the first indication of his presence is likely to be the approach of one of his guided missiles.
However, the missiles travel very much slower than the shelis of a tank gun, and the tank may be
able to fire back in time to prevent the gunner ftom. completing the guidance of the missile. Or, if
the time of flight of the missile is long enough and the tank acts quickly enough, it may be possible
to use smoke grenades to obscure the tank from sight and from the designation by a laser spot or
to use a flare to decoy an infrared homing missile.

Anti-tank mines are becoming much harder to combat by the older techniques of hunting
and probing by human sappers. Mines cmii be actuated by various sensors, and may project
themselves from a concealed position before detonating. They cmii be dispensed by guns, rockets,
or helicopters, as well as land vehicles and sappers. Plastic mines cannot be detected by the usual
formn of metal-sensitive mine-hunting sensors. But in addition to the ploughs and flails attached to
tanks, it is now possible to detonate a buried minefield by projecting a tube of liquid explosive over
it, or explodung a layer of fuel-air explosive vapour above it.

Ini short, tank and anti-tank technology has exhibited a consistent story of steady
modernization, too comiplicated ini nature to allow adequate description by a few numerical



It is evident that the most widely distributed types (as measured by the number of différent

armiez using them) were the Soviet T-34 and T-54/55. First appearing in 1941, and giving an

excellent accounit of itself in World War 11, the T-34 had its widest distribution forty years later, but

was beginning ta disappear flfty years later. 'fIb T-54/55, a very suc cessful post-war design, was

being used by 45 countries in 1990 (57 if one includes the Chinese-bullt version Type 59/69).

One might conclude from Table 25 that the US SR was pleased to supply its allies and clients

with older technology, but was more selective with newer tanks. But it may well be that for many

of the recipients a T-34 or a T-54 was (is) quite adequate for their purposes. Tanks are very durable

objects as long as they do flot get into combat with more modem tanks or anti-tank forces.

For bath aircraft and tanks, it should be noted that transfer of the weapon system is usually

accompanied by training in the donor (selling) country, and subsequent supply of spare parts and

often of maintenance personnel from the manufacturing agency. This creates a dependency lasting

long after the original acquisition.



V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Various Degrees and Types of Modernization

Quite a variety of changes to weapon systems, have been considered ini this paper as
constituting "modernization".

While excluding routine maintenance, or straight repair of broken equipment, or replacement
of "lifed" or worn out items such as batteries or tires, "modernization" does include:

0 periodic overhauls (refits) i which components are replaced by new and différent models,
or control-software by later versions

a addition of completely new capabilities, through alterations to equipment or addition of new
components

* complete replacement of old by new and substantially different equipment similar enough
to be considered to be still of the same general type or category.

At titis stage there can be disagreement as to whether the outgoing weapon is being replaced
by a "modernized" version of its own type, or by a "new and different" type.

Sometimes there are legal or political reasons to have a new system considered as a
modification of one already accepted, even though its characteristica are substantially different. Que
example is the highly accurate and mobile Soviet missile known in the West as SS-25, first deployed
i 1987. The Soviets claimed that it was a modernized version of the iaccurate SS-13, which had

been deployed i fixed silos since 1969. The Soviets called the two missiles RS-12 and RS-12M.
Since SS-24 was clearly a new ICBM, and SALT II had allowed only one new type to be deployed,



another. In the case of irasfer, the term "new" signifies new for the receiving country, but flot

necessarily previously unused by the donor country.

The Qualitative Armis Race

The "'arms race", the object of so much criticism and opposition from. those describing

themselves as "the Peace Movement", has often been portrayed as a contest to acquire larger and

larger numbers of offensive weapons. In fact, there have been periods (mostly some years in the

past) when the numbers of strategic nuclear deliver vehicles deployed by NATO and the Warsaw

Pact were increasing, but longer periods during which numbers were stable or decreasing. Tht total

megatonnage has decreased very significantly. And a considerable proportion of the new weapons

have been designed for defensive rather than offensive use. However, in termns of capabilities, as

opposed to numbers, ther have been continuing substantial advances in most of the major weapon

systems deployed by the indusurilzed countries and also transferred to other countries.

These characteristics of the Cold War have been illustrated ini the case of strategic weapon

systems, in Chapters H (for ballistic missiles) and III (for combat aircraft). With the end of the Cold

War, the signing of significant agreements for arms reductions, and announced national plans for

decrased defence budgets, we can expect the inventories of both nuclear and conventional

armainents to bc very considerably diminished, at least for many of tht most powerful countries.

id wo



Ballistic Missiles

During the 1960s there was a large numerical buildup in the inventory of ICBM launchers,
but it started from zero, and levelled out about the time that the SALT I agreement was signed.
American SLBM launchers reached their numerical peak ini 1967, the Soviets fourteen years later.
Thei US strategic bomber force had passed its numerical zenith by 1960, and since then has
decreased steadily, wbile the Soviet capability for delivery of attack by long-range bomber aircraft
has been modest, but steady, for about thirty years. If the "anns race" is mecasured in terms of the
nmber of strategic launchers, then it ceased about twenty years ago. If total megatonnage of
nuclear explosive energy is the index, then the race ended in the 1970s.

If one chooses to keep score with warheads, which is probably a better index of strikng
power than launchers or total megatonnage, then the "!race" lasted up to the signing of START ini
1991, with the major accelerations for ICBMs in the 1970s. Cruise missiles, both air and sea
launched, are still being deployed today.

The earliest ICBMs were slow to fire and dangerously vulnerable to a disarming flrst strike.
Modernization rectified this unstable situation by putting the missiles into hardened underground
silos, and shortening the reaction time, and later on by making some of them mobile.

The SALT agreements may have had some influence in the stabilization of numbers of
launchers, the number of SSBNs, and the throw-weight of new ICBMs, but it would probably be
more realistic to describe SALT as a tacit mutual recognition that nether aide wanted the number of
launchers to increase above the levels planned at that time, but wished to, preserve the right to
proceed with modepnization (including the deployment of MIRVs), albeit at a measured pace and
with some general constraints.



The strateglo consequences of increasing accuracy and of the deployment of multiple

warheads have less favourable aspects. Increasing accuracy raises the threat that ICBMs and

SLBMs can pose to fixed military targets. On the other hand, the increased accuracy has motivated

the designers to reduce the yield of the nuclear warheads, so that, if the weapons were ever

detonated. leus collateral damage would be caused, and the contribution to wouldwide failout would

be reduced. lIbe Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicle is a destabilizing factor, since it

permits one launcher to threaten several fixed launchers such as silo-based ICBMs9". The

combination of MIRVs with high accuracy allows SLBMs to add to the threat against fixed ICBMs.

START recognizcd the significance of limiting the number of independent warheads as well

as launch vehicles, and made speciflc restrictions on the number of warheads on ballistic missiles

(with a sub-limit for warheads on mobile ICBMs). START halved the number of (Soviet) heavy

ICBMs, set a limit on total throw-weight, and ailowed credit for accountable warheads by

downloading of MIRVs from deployed missiles. In bis later unilateral announcement President

Bush suggested the possibility of eliminating ail ICBMs with multiple warheads. Plans to reduce

the number of mobile ICBMs, indicated in START, the unilateral announcements, and budgets, are

motivated more by the desire to have reliable verification of numbers of weapons than by

considerations of stability"9.



retaliation, if that is their intention. The other important différence is that cruise missiles are cheap
enough and accurate enough to be cost-effective carriers of conventional warheads (as was 'well
demonstrated in the Persian Gulf in 1991). In fact, shorter range conventionally-armed, cruise
missiles have practically displaced guns as the antisbip arinament for surface warships. It is,
therefore, likely that an increasing number of nations will equip themselves with cruise missiles,
and those who own nuclear weapons will be able to arm their missiles with either conventional or
nuclear warheads. If conventionally-armed versions are unrestricted, this creates a difficuit problemn
for verification of the absence or the number of nuclear-armed missiles.

The SFART rules for warhead accountability gave encouragement to prolifération of
ALCMs. But the United States is curtailing the production of the advanced cruise missile. SIART
was accompanied by declarations that the number of nuclear-arrned sea-launched cruise missiles
with a range exceeding 600 kmn would be limited to 880.

Combat Aircraft

The definitions of "heavy bombers" and "combat aircraft", and the constraints on their
characteristics and performance specified in SALT 11, START, and CFE00 are not likely to place
any significant limitations on modernization. But the SAIT counting rifles for nuclear warheads
favour heavy bombers over missiles, and heavy bombers not equipped for ALCMs most of ail.

Except for a luil between 1918 and 1939, the history of combat aircraft is one of constant
modernization, which could well be described as a qualitative armns race. Piston-engined bombers
were given progressively greater payloads, ranges, speeds, and ceilings. The arrivai of jet propulsion
began a new sequence, which produced immediate dramatic increases in speed and ceiling, but took
sorne time to b. foilowed by payloads and ranges surpassing those of the last piston-engine
bombers.



The increasing power-to-weight ratio of gas turbine engines bas given cozuparatively smail

fighter-type alrcraft the payload capacity of earlier medium bombers. Tbis can be exploited by

providing a large radar and long-range air-to-air missiles for interceptors; radar, guided air-

to-surface missiles, and devices for electronlc warfare, for interdiction and ground attck; or a large

cannon and a heavy bomb load for close support of groiund operations. The technology of aircraft

engines, sno and armament bas developed even faster than that of the basic aifaeand the

hsoyof a good aifaeis likely to include several modernizations, changes of armament,

perbaps of engines, and extensions of roles.

Antairrat tcholoybas also moved through a seie f constanlt modertuzations, many

of them featured by ever more capable gulded missiles. Visual, elet-oiclrarndnfrd

gudneare used. The general result bas been to drive aircraft to low altitudes, at iVhich the best

AA weapon is the rapid-fire radar-controlled muli-barrel guin. lhe aircraft's capability for sustainçd

fast low-Ievel flight is greatly enhanced by variable geometry wlngs. But the most effective defence

against antiaircraft missiles is likely to be found in electronic countemauesc as warning

receivers, radar janming and deception, decoys, chaff, andinffrrd flares, and in stealth technology,

which rdcstheç sinals reflected toradar and radlated to IR sno

To deliver weapons effectively agalnst defendecl ground targets, to combat other aircraft,



The progress of tank technology has been steady, rather than being characterized by
spectacular breakthroughs <like jet propulsion or supersonic speed for aircraft). The most important
single innovation was probably the use of shaped charges as a means of penetrating armour, which
was a great boost to anti-tank warfare. Guided missiles, combined with shaped charg warheads,
have given advantages to anti-tank weapons, which have been partially offset by the substantial
improvements to tank armour. Tank guns have been given steadily improvedi hitting power, tbrough

progress i the design of their fire-control equipment and ammunition as well as the guns
theniselves. Tank mobility has been increased, by more powerful engines, better suspensions, and

by keeping the total weight down. The history is one of continuai modernization. However, tanks
are very durable articles, (more so than aircraft), and an old tank that would be obsolete in combat
against modern opposition would still pose a formidable threat to a force without tanks or modern
anti-tank weapons. A few of theni could be an important factor in the control of armed uprisings.

The Problemns of Qualitative Arms Control

In order to establish or to stabilize a satisfactory balance between forces, it may be mutually
agreeable to set numerical limits (probably, but not necessarily, equal) on the numbers within certain
categories of weapons, without adding stipulations regarding the quality or characteristios of the

weapons that will be retained (other than the definition of the categories). Replacement and
modernization would be unrestricted, as long as the total number within each category remained
within the agreed limit. This would legitimize a qualitative arms race.

Such an arrangement could lead to an unsatisfactory situation a few years after the
implementation of the agreement, if one side improved their equipment to the extent that the balance

of combat capability was destabilized. Or, new technology znight allow one side to design weapons
which escaped the categories specifled in the agreement but were able to discharge an equivalent
role, or make some of the opponent's weapons unacceptably vulnerablc. With the advance of

techmology it may be impossible to define categories for limitation i ternis that will continue to be

satisfactory over a long period of time. One protection againat cither of these possible developments



converted int> heavy ICBMs, and changes in dimensions of more than a certain~ percentage would
be considered as representing a '"new" missile. The numbers of MIRVs were limited, for both
ICBMs and SLBMs, as well as the number of ALCMs for bombers. Tbe INF 'freaty removes the
incentive to modernize ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and
5500 km). l

Modernization of nuciçar weapons has probably been impedeti to some extent by the partial
test ban andi the limiteti test ban.But it has c<rntinued, aideti by ingenious use of underground testiing,
andi probably coulti go on, though with diffculty, even under the ternis of a comprehlensive test ban.
I: shr>uld be noteti that the saftty of ncerweapons has pften been iniprcwed as a resuit 0f both

modeniztio andi of testing, andi poaly does not requiire a large number of tests, or high energy
yields. 1Ie AJBM Treaty sets limits to radar diesign, andi discouae the dvlpetantesting
that is necessary to improve B3MD technology. However, for most types of weapous, whether or not
they are subject to numerical limitations, there have been no retitos at all on qualitative
improvement.

If a ageemnt wre eaced tat ermtte a lmitd nmberof eapns0f a ,certain

catgoy t b reaied utnotmoernze, iffcut pobemsofverfiatin oul b c e of.lh

ures



TIhe reductions in armaments negotiated under CF, and also, those being planned by most
major couriries as a consequence of diminished perceptions of military threat, as well as for reasons
of economy, can lead to, a «'quality cascade". Except for those systems which must be destroyed in
order to comply with the treaty, the reductions will be made with the least capable weapons in the
relevant inventory of each country. And, (again except for those which must be destroyed) the best
of the items which must be removed may be transferred to other countries, for whomn they are likely
to represent a modernization. Thus after the reductions in the inventories of the best-equipped.
nations, and the transfers, the average weapon in both the donor states and their clients will be more
modem than before.

To summarize, while numbers of weapons are certainly an important measure of combat
capability, it is essential to take into account quality, and to recognize the role of modernization in
the constant upgrading of quality. If it is to be effective in the future, arms control will need to pay
more attention to characteristics, and to the freedom to modernize, as well as negotiating the
numbers of weapons to be controlled.





APPENDIX I - TABLES AND FIGURES

1. DEPLOYED MILITARY SYSTEMS W1TH HIGH TECHNOLOGY

STRATEGIC SYSTEMS
ICBMs
SSBNs
SLBMs
Bombers
SAMs
Ballistic Missile Defence
Antisatellite
Cruise Missiles

TACTICAL SYSTEMS
Land Forces

SAMs (including Naval)
Tanks
Artillery
Infantry Combat Vehicles
Antitank Guided Missiles
Attack Helicopters
Chemical Warfare
Biological Warfare

Air Forces

Fighter\Attack and Interceptor Aircraft
Air-to-Air Missiles
Air-to-Surface Munitions
Airlift Aircraft

Naval Forces



2. NUMBER OF UNITED STATES ICBM LAUNCHERS

ATLAS TMrAN MINUTEMANYEAR
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3. NUMBER OF SOVIET ICBM LAUNCHERS
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4. NUMBER OF UNITED STATES ICBMWARHEADS
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5. NUMBER OF SOVIET ICBM WARHEADS
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186
186
186
186

186
186
186
186
186

138
78
0

30 90
108 380
156 540
204 600
252 840

282 960
288 990
288 1030
288 1030
278 960

252 910
190 850
132 750
68 650
0 640

0 0
10 360

80 36 600
200 356 620
340 1156 700
500 1768 1140
540 2522 1240

o
6
26
76
176
221

329
647
905
1053
1361

1511
1547
1587
1587
1917

2099
2363
3138
4186
5002



6. SUBMERGED DISPLACEMENT TONNAGE AND MISSILES OF SSBNs

Soviet SSBNs

NO.
BUILT

SUBMERGED
DISPLACEMEINT

tons

SLBMs

q. q. I q. i

5,150
5,150
6,500

9,300
9,300

11,750
11,400
13,250
13,550

25,000

3 SS-N-41
3 SS-N-5
6 SS-N-8

16 SS-N-6
12 SS-N-17

12 SS-N-8
16 SS-N-8
16 SS-N-18
16 SS-N-23

20 SS-N-20

SLBM RANGE

km

560
1,400

7,800-9,100

2,400-3,000
3,900

6,500-8,000
8,300

8,300

American SSBNs

WASHINGTON

ETHAN ALLEN

LAFAYETTE

MADISON

6,700

7,900

8,260

8,240

16 Polaris AI
16 Polaris A3

16 Polaris A2
16 Polaris A3

16 Polaris A2
16 Polaris A3
16 Poseidon C3

12 1

TYPEIOc

YEAR

1959
1963
1969

1968
1977

1973
1973
1977
1985

1981

HOTEL I
HOTEL il
HOTEL HI

YANKEE I
YANKEE Hf

DELTA I
DELTA H
DELTA IH
DELTA IV

TYPHOON

1

6

1959
1966

1961
1974

1963
1970
1977

1964
1971
1980

2,200
4,600

2,800

4,600

7,400

12,000



Tonnage (Thousands)

. . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I [ 1 I I I I I I I I

1 9 6 0 . . .05 7 0 .. .75.. . 8 0 . 8 5 . 1 9 9 0

YFEAR

• iOTEL 1-n + DELTA IV YAMUE I DELTA

X TYPHOON 0 DELTA I A DELTA U

Figure 6A. Soviet SSBNs - Submerged Tonnxage
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Range(looos of km)

1 9 6 0 . . . 6
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POLMIS A3

5. .. 70 . ..7 5. . . 8
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Figure 6C. US SLBM Ranges
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7. NUMBER OF SOVIET SSBNs

HOTEL
T I

YANKEE
I nT

DELTA
I H HI I V TYPHOON 1TOTAL

1 TYPH-O-- T TAT

1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

YEAR



8. NUMBER OF AMERICAN SLBM LAUNCH TUBES

YEAR POLARIS POSEIDON TRID. I TRID.I TOTAL
AI A2 A3 C3 C4 D5

1959 0
1960 32 32

1961 80 16 %
1962 80 64 144
1963 80 144 224
1964 80 208 0 288
1965 80 208 208 496

1966 0 208 384 592
1967 208 448 656
1968 208 448 656
1969 208 448 0 656
1970 128 512 16

1971 128 416 112 656
1972 128 336 192 656
1973 128 208 320 656
1974 96 208 352 656
1975 48 208 400 656

1976 0 208 448 656
1977 160 496 656
1978 160 496 656
1979 160 496 0 656
1980 160 448 48 656

1981 80 432 64 576
1982 0 304 216 520
1983 304 264 568
1984 304 288 592
1985 304 312 616

1986 256 384 640
1987 256 384 640
1988 256 384 640
1989 224 384 0 608
i oa 192 384 48 624



No. of Launch Tubes

60... 6 5... 7 0 . . . 75.80 . . . 8 5 1 9 90

Years

POLARIS AI TRIDENT POSEDON X TOTAL

PO+AIS 2 à POLARS A3 + TRIDENT 1 C4

Figure 8. Numbers of US SLBM Launch TIbes



9. NUMBER OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENTLY-TARGETED
SLBMWARHEADS

RVs: POLARIS POSEIDON TRID. I TRID.II TOTAL
YEAR AI A2 A3 C3 C4 D5

1 1 1 (10) 8 (8)

1959 0 0
1960 32 0 32
1961 80 16 96
1962 80 64 144
1963 80 144 224
1964 80 208 0 288
1965 80 208 208 496

1966 0 208 384 592
1967 208 448 656
1968 208 448 656
1969 208 448 0 656
1970 128 512 160 800

1971 128 416 1120 1664
1972 128 336 1920 2384
1973 128 208 3200 3536
1974 96 208 3520 3824
1975 48 208 4000 4256

1976 0 208 4480 4688
1977 160 4960 5120
1978 160 4960 5120
1979 160 4960 0 5120
1980 160 4480 384 5024

1981 80 4320 512 4912
1982 0 3040 1728 4768
1983 3040 2112 5152
1984 3040 2304 5344

1985 3040 2496 5536

1986 2560 3072 5632
1987 2560 3072 5632

1988 2560 3072 5632

1989 2240 3072 0 5312
ioon 1920 3072 384 5376

(5440)



10. NUMBER OF SOVIET SLBM LAUNCH TUBES

YEAR SS-N-4 SS-N-5 SS-N-6 SS-N-8 SS-N-17 SS-N-18 SS-N-20 SS-N-23 TOTAL

1958 6 6
1959 33 33
1960 30 30

1961 57 0 57
1962 66 6 72
1963 66 6 72
1964 66 6 72
1965 66 9 75

1966 66 12 78
1967 54 33 0 87
1968 48 42 48 138
1969 45 42 128 215
1970 42 45 224 311

1971 21 60 320 401
1972 21 60 416 0 497
1973 21 60 480 34 595
1974 21 60 512 86 679
1975 21 60 528 162 771
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Figure 10.
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11. NUMBER OF SOVIET INDEPENDENTLY-TARGETED SLBM WARHEADS

RVs*: I SS-N-4
= AD I 1

SS-N-5
1

SS-N-6
1

SS-N-8
1

SS-N-17
1

SS-N-18 SS-N-20 SS-N-23
(il 6 I 10

A~,'A'I A A I I - I-~'----t - t~ t

1958
1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

0
6
6
6
9

12
33
42
42
45

60
60
60
60
60

0
48
128
224

320
416
480
512
528

TOTAL

6
33
30

57
72
72
72
75

78
87
138
215
311

401
497
595
679
771



12. SOVIET ICBM THROW-WEIGHT

PROPELLANT

Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Solid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Solid
Solid

THROW-WEIGxHT
kiz.

1,600
1,600
6,000
1,000

600
2,900
7,300
3,400

730
3,600

REMARKS

Heavy ICBM*

Heavy ICBM*

Road Mobile
Some Rail Mobile

* START specifies a throw-weight of 4350 kg to demarcate a 'heavy ICB M'.

Thousands of kilograms

4
op

TYPE
a i a

YEAR

1961
1963
1965
1966
1969
1975
1975
1975
1985
1987

SS-7
ss-8
SS-9
SS-11
SS-13
SS-17
SS-18
SS-19
SS-25
SS-24



13. THE ACCURACY OF STRATEGIC BALLISTIC MISSILES

American Ballistic Missiles

ICBM TYPE CEP. SLBM TYPE

i _____________________________________________________ 55I~U~ 4 I

ATLAS
TITAN I
NfINUTEMAN I
TITAN I

NMINUTEMAN n
MINUTEMAN III (Mk12)
MINUTEMAN IR (Mkl2A)
MINUTEMAN II
MINUTEMAN I (Mkl2)
MX

4,000
3,500

900
1,300

550
370
220
370
280
100

POLARIS A2

POLARIS A3

POSEIDON C3
TRIDENT I C4

TRIDENT II C5

Soviet Ballistic Missiles

YEAR

1959
1961
1962
1963
1965
1966
1970
1980
1982
1985
1986
1989

CEP.
merpQ

3,500

900

450
450

120
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14. EARLY AMERICAN NUCLEAR CAPABILITY

NUMBER of BOMBERS i SAC

B29 B-50O B-36 B-47
B,2 B-I -50t

148
319
486
390

286
340
417
110
o

TOTAL NUCLEAR
STOCKPILE

2
9
13
50

250

450
650

10001
1350
17502

1 Included first non-air-delivered weapons.

2 Included first thermonuclear weapons.

YEAR

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954



15. BOMBER AIRCRAFT

Western Aircraft

TYPE COUNTRY COMBAT RADIUS
km.

WEAPON LOAD
kg.

E E I ¶

B-29
B-50
B-36

Canberra
B-47

B-52 A-F
Valiant
Vulcan
Victor

B-58 Hustler
B-52H

Mirage IV
F-111

FB-111A
B-lB

USA
USA
USA
UK

USA
USA
UK
UK
UK

USA
USA

France
USA
USA
USA

Tu-4 Bull
11-28 Beagle

Tu-16 Badger
Tu-95/142 Bear

Mya-4 Bison
Tu-22 Blinder

Tu-26 Backfire
Tu- 160 Blackjack

2,400
3,700
6,300
1,300
3,200
6,100

4,800

4,000
6,100

900
1,700
1,900
4,600

9,080
9,500

32,000
2,700
8,100

29,500
9,500
9,500

16,000
5,500

30,000
9,300

13,100
17,000
61,000

MAXIMUM SPEED
km/hr 1 Mach

588
620
662
930
980

1,045

Soviet Aircraft

1,600 6,800
1,200 2,500
1,200 9,000
i,400 11,000
i,500 9,000
L,500 10,000
,400 12,000

F,000 16,000

1944
1947
1947
1950
1952
1955
1955
1957
1958
1960
1961
1964
1967
1969
1986

YEAR

0.95
0.84
0.97

2.0
0.95
2.2
2.5
2.2
1.25

1.4
1.92
2.0

1948
1950
1955
1956
1956
1963
1975
1988



16. NUMBER OF AMERICAN STRATEGIC BOMBER AIRCRAFT

B-50 B-36 B47 B-52 B-58 FB-111A B-lB
CnfDJF c ______fH___

Iiii /H

0
35
99
196
219
224
138
78
0

148
319
486
390
286
340
417
110
0

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

B-29

0
12
62

329
795
1086
1306
1285
1367
1366
1178
889
880
613
391
114
o

YEAR

0
12
35
76
80
80
80
80
25
40
40
0

TOTAL

148
319
557
525
520
669
857
762
1082
1309
1613
1648
1769
1816
1643
1495
1586
1323
1011
794
671
613



No. of Aircraft

1945.. 50.. 55 .60.65.. .70.. .75.

Year

M- -5 4- B- 2\0 FB-111A

X D-52 cmH -0 B-52 CD\INF B- I

Figure 16. Numbers of US Strategie Bombers

.80...85.1990

0-47

No. of Aircraft



17. NUMBERS OF SOVIET LONG-RANGE BOMBER AIRCRAFT

Tu-4 Mya-4
1UT ITSTON

Tu-95/142 BEAR
A B/C fl

Tu-160
RT.ACKJACK

.1~ Bli.- G- *I
300
500
700
900
1000
1100
950
630
539
400
375

330
260
195
130
50
0

0
2
5
10
25
48

YEAR

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

TOTAL

300
500
700
900
1000
1100
972
658
580
475
479

450
393
345
303
213
159
159
159
157
157



18. HEAVY BOMBER PAYLOADS

TYPE

B-29
B-50
B-36

Tu-4 Bull
B-47

B-52A
Tu-95/142 Bear
Mya-4 Bison
B-58 Hustier

B-52H
Tu-26 Backfire

B-11B
Tu-160 Blackjack

COUNTRY PROPULSION

I t

USA
USA
USA

USSR
USA
USA

USSR
USSR
USA
USA

USSR
USA

USSR

4 Propeller
4 Propeiler

6 Prop + 4 Jet
4 Propeiler
6 Turbojets
8 Turbojets
4 Turboprop
4 Turbojets
4 Turbojets
8 Turbofans
2 Turbofans
4 Turbofans
4 Turbo fans

S Indicates supersonic capability.

Thousands of kilograms
80 r

60 -

40 j-

20 j-
-X

'go

YEAR

1944
1947
1947
1948
1952
1955
1956
1956
1960
1961
1975
1986
1988

PAYLOAD
kir.

9,080
9,500

32,000
6,800
8,100

29,500
11,000
91000
5.500 S

30,000
12,000 S
61000 S
16,000 S



19. CEILINGS 0F AMERICAN RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

YEAR TYPE ORIGIN CEILING

1946 RB-29 Bomber 9,700
1949 RB-50 Bomber 11,300
1950 RB-36 Bomber 13,800
1953 RB-47 Bomber 14,300
1955 RB-57 Bomber 19,800
1956 U-2 Recce 25,900
1960 RF-101 Fighter 15,800
1964 RA-5C Attack 20,400
1964 SR-71 Recce 24,000
1965 RF-4C Fighter 19,900
1980 SR-71 Recce 30,500
1981 TR-1 Recce 27,400



20. MAXIMUM SPEED 0F SOVIIET FIGHTER AIRCRAFF

TYPE PROPELLER-DRIVEN
ngtà.'h*%

JE-PROPELLED
m 1 1

1-5
1-15,1-16

1-153
Yak-1,MUG 3

LaG
La-5O, Yak-7B, Yak-9

Yak-3, La-7

MiG-15
MiG-17

iG-19
Yak-25

MiG-21
Su-9

Yak-28P
Su-il

1931
1934
1939
1940

1941
1942
1944

1948
1953
1955
1956

1958
1961
1964
1966

1966
1969
1970
1971

1972
1976
1983
1984
1985

Su- 17/20/22
Yak-38
NEG-31
MiG-29
Su-27

Fagot
Fresco
Fariner

Flashlight

Fishbed
Fishpot
Firebar

Fishpot C.

Fiddler
Flagon
Foxbat
Flogger

Fituer
Forger

Foxhoumd
Fulcrum
Flanker

0.23
0.33
0.36
0.50

0.47
0.51
0.59

0.92
1.04
1.3.

0.90

2.1
1.8

1.13
1.75

1.75
2.2
3.2

2.25

2.09
1.1
2.4

2.28
2.3

YEAR

Tu-28P
Su-15

MiG-25
MiG-23



100

Mach Number

X
3

2

:. 19 35. .'40. .'4 5..'560..'5 5..'0 ..'65..'7 0..'75..'800-19 85.

YEAR
-3 Piston X Foxbat 0 Jet-prope.Ded Forger

Figure 20. Maximum Speed - Soviet Flghter Aircraft

Mach Number



21. MAXIMUM SPEED OF WESTERN JET-PROPELLED FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

YEAR COUNTRY TYPE MAX. SPEED
(Mach)

1944 UK Meteor 0.88
1946 UK Vampire 0.89
1948 USA F-86 0.92
1950 USA F-84 0.89
1952 Canada CF-100 0.90
1952 UK Venom 0.90
1953 USA F-100 1.28
1954 France Mystère IVA 0.94
1955 USA F-102 1.25
1957 USA F-101 1.85
1957 France Super Mystère 1.10
1958 USA F-104 2.20
1959 USA F-106 2.25
1960 UK Lightning 2.27
1961 France Mirage III 2.20
1962 UK Gnat 0.94
1962 USA F-4 2.25
1964 USA F-5 1.50
1971 Sweden Viggen 2.10
1972 USA F-14 2.34
1973 France Mirage F-1 2.20
1975 USA F-15 2.54
1977 UK/FR/FRG Tornado 2.00
1980 USA F-18 1.80
1982 USA F-16 2.10
1984 France Mirage 2000 2.20
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22. INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN
AMERICAN FIGHTER AIRCRAF1'

F-4
(RF-4, Ptiantom)

F-5
(CF-5, NF-S, RF-S, SF-S)

F-16

USA 1961- _ _ _ _ _ __1980-

Iran 1968- 1964-_ _ _ _

South Korea 1970- 1965- 1987-

Turkey 1974- 1965- 1989-

Grec 1974- 1965- 1989-

Noeway ___________1966- 
1981-

Taiwan __ _ _ _ _ _ _196-

Philippines_ _ _ _ 1966. _ __

<S<» Vlctnm ____ ______1967- 1974 __________

United Kingdom 1968- ___ __ __ __

__ __ _ __ _ __ __ 96-199
Morocco _ _ _ _ _ __1968-

Spgin 1971- 1969-__ ________

Canada_______ 1969-1988_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

COUNTY

Libya1
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23. INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN EASTERN
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT (From 1965 onwards)

COUNTRY MiO-17 MiG-21 J-7,F-7

USSR 1965-1978 19%5-

GDR 1965-1985 96___5-1991

Poland .1965-1987 1965-
Czechoslovakia 1965-1979 1_5_

Romania 1965- 1965-
Hungary 1965-1977 1%5-
Bulgaria 1965-1990 1965-

Yugoslavia 1%5-
Indonesia 1965-1974 1965-1974

Egypt 1965-1989 195- 1985-
Cuba 1965-1990 1965-

PR. of China 1965-1979 1979- 1965-1979 1979-
India 1965-

Cambodia/Kampuchea 1965-1970 1988
North Korea 1965-1988 1989- 1966- 1989-



24A. MAIN BATTLE TANKS TO END OF WORLD WAR H

YEAR COUNTRY TYPE CALIBRE VEHICLE WEIGHT
( _mm) (metric tons)

1916 Britain MkI 2x57 28
1916 France Schneider 75 14
1917 France SL Chamond 75 25
1917 Britain Mk IV 2x57 28
1918 Britain Mk V 2 x 57 29

1918 Germany A7V 57 32
1922 Britain Vickers Medium Il 47 13
1923 France Char C 75 70*
1933 USSR T-28 76 28
1933 USSR T-35 76 50

1935 France Somua S35 47 20
1936 France Char B 75 32
1936 Germany PzKpfw HIA 37 15
1938 Britain Cruiser MkI A9 40 13
1939 Gernmany PzKpfw IVD 75 18

1939 Germany PzKpfw IIIE 50 20
1939 Britain Matilda I-Tank 40 27
1939 Britain Crusader Cruiser 40 20
1939 Britain Cruiser MkIV A13 40 15
1939 Italy M13/40 47 14

1940 Britain Valentine Mk I 40 16
1940 Britain Churchill IV 57 39
1940 USSR KV-1 76 44
1940 USSR T-34/76 76 26
1941 Germany PzKpfw VI Tiger 88 55



24B. MAIN BATTLE TANKS POST WORLD WAR Il

YEAR COUN7RY TYPE CALIBRE VEHICLE WEIGHT
(mm) (metric tons)

1945 USSR JS-3 Josef Stalin 122 46
1946 Britain Centurion 1 76 43
1947 USA M46 90 46
1948 Britain Centurion 3 84 49
1950 USSR T-54/55 100 36

1952 Britain Centurion Mkl3 105 52
1952 USA M-46 90 50
1952 USA M-47 90 46
1953 USA M-48 90 47
1956 Britain Conqueror 120 66

1957 USSR T-10 122 50
1958 USA M-103 120 57
1960 USA M-60 105 49
1963 USSR T-62 115 SB 37
1965 Germany Leopard 1 105 40

1965 Britain/India Vickers Mks 1,2,3Nijayanta 105 39
1966 Britain Chieftain 120 56
1967 France AMX-30 105 36
1968 PR China Type 59/69 100 36
1974 USA M-60 A2 152' 51

1974 USSR T-64 125 SB 40
1976 USSR T-72 125 SB 41
1978 Israel Merkava 105 58
1979 Germany Leopard I 120 SB 55
1980 USA M-1 Abrams 105 55

1982 USSR T-80 125 SB 42
1984 USA M-60A3 105 58
1985 Britain Challenger 120 62
1985 USA M-1 AI Abrams 120 SB 63
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25. INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF TANKS

YEAR

1941
1945
1950
1957
1963
1968
1976

1943
1952
1953
1960

1946
1960

1965
1979

1967

ORIGIN
1 CONTiRYTv

NUMBER OF COUNTRIES OPERATING
1970 1980 1990

- 1

USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
PRC

USSR

USA
USA
USA
USA

UK
UK

FRG
FRO

France

T-34
JS-3

T-54/55
T-10
T-62

Type 59/69*
T-72

M-4
M-47
M-48
M-60

Centurion
Chieftain

Leopard I
Leopard II

AMX-30

16
7

21
8
1
2

13
14
1
3

14
1

2
1

6

* Chinese-built version of Soviet T-54.

lrvl>,pTYPE
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APPENDIX 2

EXTRACTrS FROM A PROTOCOL TO THE TREATY ON
CON VENTIONAL ARMED FORCES IN EUROPE

(Paris, 19 November 1990)

PROTOCOL ON EXISTING TYPES 0F CON VENTIONAL
ARMAMENTS AND EQUIPMENT

I. Existing Types of Conventional Armamnents and Equipment Limited by the 'JYeaty

1. Existing types of battie tanks (21 types listcd)

2. Existiniz armoured

-s listed)
listed)

-Characteristics of Guns
)A to 203 mm)



6. Existing types of armoured 'vehicle launched bridges (13 types listed)

lhe protocol requires tdm ail inodels and versions of the types listed in Section I are to be
deemed to belong to that type, unless they are included. in Section IL

MU. Technical Data and Photographs

This requires a set of technical data and photographs of cach item listed in Sections I ani Il
ta bc supplied.

IV. Updates of Existing Types Lists and Obligations of the States Parties

Thec protocol constitutes agreement only for the existing types of armament and equipment
listed in Sections 1 and IL.

States are obligated to notify and provide technical data and photographs to ail the other
states upon entiy into service of

(a) any new type of conventional armament or equipment which meets onc of the definitions
of Article Hl of the treaty proper, or which falis under a categoiy Iistcd in the protocol,

and (b) any ncw model or version of a type listed in the protocol.
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